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System to
Chancellor Portera Speaks at UAH Alabama
Begin Search for
By John Michael
Hampton

New UAH
President

Staff Writer
Chancellor Malcolm
Portera made a speech at
UAH on Thursday, April 13.
The event, held at Chan Au
ditorium, was well received
by those in attendance,
which were primarily faculty
and staff.
Portera mentioned in his
speech that 44 states are rep
resented on the UAH cam
pus. The school is part of the
University of Alabama Sys
tem which was reported in
the speech to be a $2.6 bil
lion enterprise.
He also praised Dr. Franz
and the staff for all that they
have done at UAH. 'This is
a very different campus than
it was when [Dr. Franz] came
here." He also commended
UAH for hosting the trustees
the previous week, stating
that he would like to "thank
Frank, the faculty, and the
staff for the herculean effort
last week to host the Board
of Trustees."
Portera also acknowl
edged that all of the Board of
Trustees members had been
confirmed by the legislature,
with the latest confirmations

By Tanisha RoeThomas
Staff Writer

Chancellor Portera is introduced to the audience
coming in the previous ses
sion. He also said that the
budget process was well un
derway and that the number
one priority was "ensuring
fiscal integrity of the sys
tem." He asked everyone to
do two things over the sum
mer as they go back to their
local communities—thank
their local legislators for their
support and thank the Gov
ernor for his excellent budget
recommendation.
As SACS accreditation
wrapped up on the three cam

UAH Gains Access to
Multi-Million Dollar
Software Package
By Tanisha RoeThomas
Staff Writer
Beginning in the fall 2006
semester, students of the
College of Administrative
Science will gain access to a
$3 million business integra
tion software package that is
used by NASA and other
front running business enti
ties. Thanks to the efforts of
eminent UAH scholar of
management and professor of
MIS, Dr. Jatinder "Jeet"
Gupta, SAP enterprise re
source planning (ERP) soft
ware will be taught in UAH
classrooms and will help make
students more marketable to
employers upon graduation.
According to their
website, SAP (Systems Ap

plication and Program Devel
opment) was launched in
1971 by five former IBM em
ployees in Mannheim, Ger
many. Their intent was to
"develop standard applica
tion software for real-time
business processing." SAP
met with much popularity
through its "uniform appear
ance of graphical interface"
and its ability to "run on
computers from different
vendors."
IBM Business Consulting
Services awarded UAH a
two-year, $60,000 grant to
cover the cost of travel in
support of faculty training
with the ERP software and
techniques of classroom in
corporation. Enterprise re
source planning refers to the
integration and automation

puses, Portera mentioned
that there seemed to be no
hints of any serious problems
anywhere. He also stated that
the three campuses—Huntsville, Birmingham, and
Tuscaloosa—all seemed to
be doing really well at the
present time and would most
likely continue to do well in
the future.
After the speech, Portera
spoke with The Exponent.He
said, "We are in three of the
most dynamic cities in Ala
bama. We have what every

developer would love to
have: location, location, loca
tion."
He also spoke about the
quality of work done of Dr.
Franz. Portera came to the UA
system in the 1990s and re
members what UAH was like
before Franz was chosen as
president. "Dr. Franz has
made tremendous progress
here at UAH. We would love
to see the Board of Trustees
continue the progress that
has been made."

of all departments and func
tions across a company onto
a single computer system that
can serve all those depart
ments' particular needs. ERP
software is currently being
utilized by governmental or
ganizations such as NASA
and private industries such
as the automobile industry.
"SAP is actually in the
family of software packages
that we call enterprise re
source planning," said Dr.
Gupta. "It also has the most
developed University Alli
ance Program and that's why
we went to them, rather than
some other software devel
oper." The SAP University
Alliance program provides
university faculty members
with the tools and resources
necessary to teach students
how technology can enable
integrated business pro
cesses. It also gives students
the professional skills, add-

ing immediate value to their
selected field of study as well
as their employer.
Dr. Gupta began working
with SAP long before he
came to teach at UAH. Dur
ing his employment at Ball
State University, Dr. Gupta
worked to get the system
implemented into their cur
riculum and has since been
involved in a three-year pro
cess to bring this program to
UAH. The SAP curriculum
will be introduced into three
graduate business courses in
the fall of 2006 and from
there, will be implemented
into undergraduate classes in
starting in the spring of 2007.
The introduction of this
software in the classroom
setting will enable faculty to
show students real-world
application of classroom les
sons. SAP's ERP software is
a powerful management tool

CHANCELJLOR on page 14
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With the announcement
of President Dr. Frank Franz's
impending retirement which
came last Friday, April 7,2006,
during the Board of Trustees
meeting, the University of
Alabama (UA) System will
now begin the task of find
ing a suitable replacement.
According to their website,
the UA System is the "larg
est higher education enter
prise" and includes the Uni
versity of Alabama, the Uni
versity of AUbajna in Bir
mingham (UAB), and UAH.
Within the last three
years, the UA System Board
of Trustees has been respon
sible for the appointment of
two new presidents, Dr. Rob
ert Witt at the University of
Alabama and Dr.Carol Z. Gar
rison at UAB. Based on those
two extremely successful
presidential searches, the
Board of Trustees now em
barks on a search for the new
UAH president.
One- of the first steps in
finding the new president will
be the announcement by the
UA Systems Chancellor,
Malcolm Portera, of the for
mation of the Chancellor's
Search Advisory Committee.
This committee will be com
prised of trustees, faculty,
staff, and student represen
tation, and will begin a very
in-depth process that will
first consider the attributes of
leadership that the entire
UAH community is seeking

in the next president.
According to Kellee
Reinhart, spokeswoman for
the Board of Trustees, "usu
ally a national search advi
sory firm is involved in this
process and helps to adver
tise the position and explore
networks of highly qualifies
leaders all around the coun
try. Then the process of nominations and applications
takes place." Anyone can
nominate an individual who
they think would fit the crite
ria for the position, but indi
viduals who may wish to
submit materials can also do
so on their own behalf.
The Search Advisory
Committee will then begin to
assess.this candidate pool in
an effort to narrow it down to
the campuses criteria. From
there the committee may
choose to invite some of
these preferred individuals to
come in and learn more about
the opportunity at UAH.
Once the committee gives
the Chancellor the names of
three final candidates, in
unranked order, the Chancel
lor further explores the quali
fications of these three. From
there, a public interview pro
cess is held. Finally, the Board
of Trustees elects the new
president.
Reinhart also stated that
there was no timeline in place
yet for the appointment of
the new president.
"The UAH community
can be confident that this
very thorough process will be
launched as soon as possible
PRESIDENT on page14
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By Barbie Czura
Delta Zeta
Delta Zeta will be hosting their second
annual 'Tee off With Delta Zeta" Golf Tour
nament at the Huntsville Municipal Golf
Course this Saturday, April 22. The games
will begin at 8 a.m. and are planned to finish
after lunch. Proceeds of the tournament will
go to benefit the speech and hearing impaired.
The sisters of Delta Zeta would like to thank
Jessica Girard for all of her hard work in plan
ning and leading their chapter through the
organization this wonderful philanthropic
event. Delta Zeta would also like to congratu
late their very own, Amanda Caldwell, for
winning the Greek Woman of the Year award.
The Delta Zetas will conclude this Thurs
day, saying goodbye to their much loved
senior sisters at the Senior Ceremony.
Adrienne Adams said, "I will miss each and
every one of you so much. I've learned so
much from you and hope to carry on our
sisterhood."

Sigma Nu
The brothers of Sigma Nu are bravely trav
eling down to Talladega once again to put
on one of our biggest fundraisers of the
year. The guys will be working the gates April
29 and 30 at the Aaron's 312 and the Aaron's
499. Past trips have involved tornadoes,
gunshots, and angry truck drivers; so who
knows what surprises the upcoming trip will
hold. Also, the annual Sigma Nu 'Summer of
Love' Party is this Saturday, April 22 at the
house. Come out and celebrate before you
have to hit the books for finals. Ask a brother
for moredetails.

Delta Chi

Fun, Fitness, and
Food Focus of Spring
Picnic
By John Michael
Hampton
Staff Writer
The Spring Picnic was
held on the University Cen
ter lawn (also known as the
quad) on Thursday, April 13,
2006, from 11 to 2 p.m. Stu
dents, faculty, and staff were
given the opportunity to en
joy great food while listening
to the sounds of live jazz
music and participating in the
'Just Move It!' Fitness chal
lenge.
The event was hosted by
the Office of Multicultural
Affairs (OMA) in conjunc
tion with the University Fit
ness Center and other oncampus entities. Kimberly
Williams, with the OMA,
stated, "It is one of our most
favorite events," she said,
"We are excited to have it this
year in conjunction with the
fitness challenge."
Demetrice Mitchell, a telecommunications clerk at
UAH, stated, "The food is
always good." This year, the
menu was no exception in

cluding barbecue chicken,
barbecue pork, barbecue
beef, baked beans, BBQ
bread, potato salad, Lay's
Potato Chips, coleslaw,
peach cobbler, and CocaCola products.
Mitchell went on to say,
"They always get good mu
sic." The artist featured this
year was Stacy Mitchhart &
Band. This jazz group, from
Nashville, Tennessee, was
extremely well received by
the people at the picnic.
The event also marked
the finale of the 'Just Move
It!' Campaign. David Kyle, the
Assistant Director of Health
and Physical Education, ex
plained that it was a campus
wide effort to promote per
sonal fitness while encourag
ing school spirit at the same
time. He stated that he is "ex
cited about the support [that]
the campus has given the
program." Kyle noted that
they had only expected 50
people to participate in the
fitness challenge but had had
over 100 people sign up. He
said, "It has gone better than
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we thought [it would]."
One of the great features
of the picnic was the fact that
it brought the University to
gether in one place. Williams
noted, "It is always a great
opportunity for faculty, staff,
and students to fellowship
together." Mitchell echoed
that sentiment, saying that
Photos by Madison Young

mpu

What are you looking forward to
this summer?

Delta Chi has had a great week recently.
The brothers brought home the President's
Cup for the second straight year. They are
very proud of the accomplishment and would
like to thank their brother, Greg Bennett. He
put a lot of time and effort into the President's
Cup application. Without him, we would not
have won this year. Delta Chi also had their
annual formal this past weekend on April 14.
The food was amazing, and the music was
awesome. For any information about upcom
ing events, please ask a brother.

UAH students, faculty, and staff line up for the fabulous
food at the picnic
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Katharina van Santen

Archie Fields III

Freshman, Biology

Freshman, English

"I'm lookingforward tohaving weekends free,
j not having to worry about studying, and lots ol
sleep. Also, I'm excited about not living right next
; door to my crazy roommate."

"I'm looking forward to sleeping late and|
Dungeons and Dragons three to four times a week I
until the early hours of the morning."

OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?

Vote online
www.uahexponent.com

Christin Cobb

Chase Gamwell

Freshman, Math

Sophomore, Biology

Not living at home."

"It is always good to see other
faculty."
The weather cooperated
for the event with beautiful
mostly sunny skies. Accord
ing to the National Weather
Service website, the tempera
ture at the time of the picnic
was a lovely 77 degrees.
Mitchell said, in regards to the
weather, "It's a beautiful day
for an event."
The OMA Spring Picnic
was a huge success. With fun,
food, fellowship, and fitness,
it was the perfect affair for an
equally perfect spring day
here at UAH.

The Exponent

UAH
Celebrates
Exceptional Students
and Staff
By Tanisha RoeThomas
Staff Writer
On Tuesday, April 11,
2006, classes were not in ses
sion as UAH took part in its
annual celebration of excep
tional students and staff.
UAH Honor's Day kicked off
with the Undergraduate Aca
demic Honors Convocation
and Foundation Teaching
and Research Awards, held in
a packed Chan Auditorium.
UAH Provost, Dr. Lewis
J. Radonovich, filled in for
President Franz who was
away in "discussions on be
half of UAH," and welcomed
students, staff, family and
friends to this celebration
highlighting the outstanding
achievements of the UAH
student body and its equally
excellent faculty.
Due to time constraints,
Radonovich was only able to
present Alpha Lambda Delta,
Pi KappaAlpha, and Omicron
Delta Kappa recently in
ducted members during the
ceremony. Alpha Lambda
Delta, the national society
that honors first-year stu
dents with a 3.50 GPA or
above, recognized the
achievements of 84 students
of the freshman class. Pi
Kappa Alpha, the national
society that encourages su
perior scholarship amongst
upperclassmen, recognized
129 juniors and seniors. Jun

iors must maintain a 3.90 GPA
or above, and seniors must
be in the top ten percent of
their class with a GPA above
3.60. Omicron Delta Kappa,
the national society that ac
knowledge leadership as well
as participation in university
activities, recognized 29 out
standing student leaders
who were also in the top 35%
of their class. All other na
tional honors societies were
recognized at their individual
college convocations.
Next, UAH programs
were allowed to present
awards to individual stu
dents. Dr. Mebane, Director
of the UAH Honors Program,
recognized the accomplish
ments of six students who
were able to complete all of
the requirements of the Hon
ors Program. Finance major,
Christy Davis; Spanish for
eign language major, Rebecca
Chambers; political science
major, Brandon LaRue; chem
istry major, Ashley Penton;
physics major, Thomas K.
Spain; and English major, Jen
nifer Barefoot, will all earn an
honors degree upon gradua
tion.
Suzanne H. Norris, Direc
tor of Cooperative Education,
presented certificates to sev
eral UAH students involved
in the Co-op Program. Chemi
cal Engineering major,
Marvin Barnes, was named
the 2005-06Co-op of the year
for the work that he has done

The Inside Scoop
with the United Space Alli
ance. The outstanding schol
ars of this year's co-op pro
gram were finance major, Evan
Crouse; electrical engineer-*
ing major, James Leblanc;
and computer science major,
Jason Young.
Lieutenant
Colonel
Ellioutt M. Cunningham, HI,
Professor of Military Science
at Alabama A&M University,
recognized ROTC cadets who
have displayed outstanding
leadership qualities, high aca
demic excellence, and a su
perb level of fitness. Me
chanical and aerospace engi
neering
major, Dane
Schoonover; nursing majors,
Jacob Caruso and James Th
ompson; computer engineer
ing major, Jesse Brace; and
biological sciences major,
Darien Butler were all
awarded for their dedication
to the ROTC program and
their ability to lead fellow ca
dets by their example.
Undergraduate academic
achievement was signified by
individual awards for the Col
leges of Administrative Sci
ence, Engineering, Liberal
Arts, Nursing, and Science.
In the College of Administra
tive Science, departmental
honors went to accounting
major, Amanda White; fi
nance major, Susan Bryan;
management major, Melissa
Peterson; MIS major,
Stephen Hill; and Marketing
major, Allison Harris. There
were also several special rec
ognitions made: Finance ma
jor, Evan Crouse, was
awarded the Wall Street Jour
nal Award as well as the Ala-

Celebrating Discourse
in Women's Studies
By Tanisha RoeThomas
Staff writer
On April 11, 2006, the
Women's Studies program at
UAH celebrated the sixth an
nual Kathryn L. Harris
Women's Studies Paper
Competition. The competi
tion is usually marked by a
Women's Studies Collo
quium, but this year, the
award winners were honored
at the College of Liberal Arts
Academic Honors Convoca
tion held in Roberts Recital
Hall.
Harris has worked for
UAH for over 35 years and
recognized the financial
plights that come with attend
ing a college for undergradu
ate and graduate studies.
Because of the Great Depres
sion in the 1930s, Harris was
not afforded the opportunity
to attend college. She worked
two jobs to put her daughter
through college and lent ad
ditional resources to aid her
granddaughter in earning her
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Baccalaureate and Master's
degrees. Harris is honored
with this writing competition
for the dedication that she
had for UAH students and
for the lives that have ben
efited from her work.
Senior Communication
Arts major, Jennifer Deermer,
won third place and was
awarded a $25 prize for her
paper, "Whiney Hermione: A
Poststructuralist Feminist
Reading of Hermione Granger
from Text to Film in the Harry
Potter Series."
Summer McCreless, a
graduate student majoring in
History, won second place
and was awarded a $50 prize
for her paper, "Gossip of
Southern Slaveholding
Women Prior to and during
the Civil War."
Senior Philosophy and
Sociology major, Kristen
Ruccio, won first place and a
$100 prize for her paper, "The
End of the Beginning or the
Beginning of the End."
Ruccio's essay discusses
"how reason has been de-

bama Credit Union Outstand
ing Student in Finance. An
drea Hadden received the
Alabama Society of Certified
Public Accountants Award,
and former SGA President
and finance major, Ryan
Schueler, received the Irwin/
McGraw-Hill Finance Service
Award. The highest academic
achievement recognition in
Administrative Sciences
went to finance major, Susan
Bryan.
In the College of Engineer
ing, departmental honors
went to aerospace engineer
ing major, Jordan Farina;
chemical and materials engi
neering major, Gil Olive; civil
and environmental engineer
ing major, Robert Moody;
electrical engineering major,
Bradley, Turner; computer
engineering major, Jonathan
Berry; optical engineering
major, Justin Vaden; indus
trial systems engineering and
engineering management
major, Alexandra Hudson;
and mechanical engineering
major, Heather Stanberry. The
highest academic achieve
ment recognition in engineer
ing went to the Lady Charg
ers softball outfielder and
mechanical and aerospace
engineering major, Kristin
Spencer.
In the College of Liberal
Arts, departmental honors
went to art and art history
major,
Jennifer
Higginbotham; communica
tion arts major, Ashley Perry;
education major, Kristen
Cothran; English major,
Bryan Cobb; foreign lan-

By Ladan Abdollahi

UAH President Frank Franz

1

A native of Philadel
phia, Dr. Frank Franz
became the president of
UAH in 1991. Originally
a physicist, he has also
led a career as a univer
sity administrator. I re
cently sat down with him
for an interview to learn
about his life before
UAH.

LA: Where did you attend high school and what
year did you graduate?
FF: I attended Lansdowne High School and gradu
ated in 1955.
LA: What universities did you attend for your un
dergraduate and graduate studies?
FF: I earned my bachelor's degree at Lafayette Col
lege in 1959.1 received my master's and doctorate de
grees from the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign in 1961 and 1964, respectively. All three of
my degrees are in physics.
LA: What career path did you pursue after graduat
ing with your Ph.D.?
FF: I became a research associate at the University
of Illinois for one year. Afterwards, I was granted a po
sition as a National Science Foundation post-doctoral
fellow in Zurich, Switzerland at the ETH (The Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology). I enjoyed living in
Switzerland for two years, and I struggled with the lan
guage.
LA: What brought you back to the United States?
FF: My wife, who is also a physicist, and I both got
jobs at Indiana University at Bloomington in 1967. We
stayed there for 18 years. Besides teaching and doing
research, I became involved in the administrative side
of the university, part time.
LA: What made you become active in administra
tion?
FF: I was not seeking a career in administration. I
took the jobs because I thought I could help solve some
of the university's problems. I eventually was nomi
nated to the position of Dean of Faculties, which I held
HONORSonpage5
for five years. After that, I returned to being a faculty
member.
LA: How did you continue your career in university
administration?
FF: After the 18 years in Indiana, I became the Pro
fined, both in the
vost of West Virginia University (WVU) for 6 years.
philosophical tra
That position included responsibilities for Academic
dition and in gen
Affairs, Student Affairs, and Research.
eral, as a faculty
LA: What brought you to UAH?
that belonged pri
FF: A severe case of state politics endangered the
marily to white
structure and stature of WVU, although things were
men—those who
ultimately resolved. At the time, UAH was looking for a
define what is ra
new president, and 1was nominated for the position. I
tional are usually
visited the university; found UAH, Huntsville, and Ala
those in power and
bama to be wonderful places with great promise, and
they come at it from
was hired for the job.
a specific stand
LA: What do you consider to be some of your great
point, even though
est accomplishments throughout the past 15 years?
they do not recog- '
FF: A lot has been achieved here through wonderful
nize that stand
teamwork. When I first came to UAH, we were in severe
point."
financial difficulty. Our financial commitments greatly
Ruccio's main
exceeded the resources. We cured that problem. The
critique is that Kathryn L. Harris
quality and diversity of the university have improved.
"many feminist
The average ACT score of our entering freshman co
scholars have adopted this Women's Studies and the
hort has been 25 for several years. That's the highest of
dry academic style, even power that the discipline has
any state university in Alabama. We now have students
when writing about radical to empower those who are
from more than 40 other states and 75 other countries.
ideas because they have felt marginalized. "The more we
African - Americans now comprise 15% of our under
they have to write that way work together to investigate
graduate enrollment. We've accomplished these things
in order to be considered [the] oppression of women
by making UAH more student friendly, an educational
scholars," and said, "I think and its causes, then we can
destination of choice, by building our wonderful Uni
that many of the more radical work toward a more just
versity Fitness Center, North Campus Residence Halls I
critiques of society need to world. 1 believe strongly that
and II, the National Space Science and Technology Cen
abandon this style because once we understand such
ter, Olin B. King Technology Hall, and the expansion of
the message does^not reach things, we can move beyond
Salmon Library. Working together, we continue to suc
those we are hoping to them."
ceed in making UAH an ever greater success.
reach—the oppressed."
SCOOP on page 13
Ruccio is very passionate
about the subject of
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Comer

Mital Modi
SGA President

Hey Chargers!! This week in the SGA, we
appointed several members in the House, the
Senate, and the Executive Cabinet. Please con
gratulate Lindsey Dunlap as a new sophomore
Senator; Anna O'Hara and Christina Kimmerle
as Liberal Arts Representatives; Katharina
VanSanteen as the Executive Director of Fresh
man Affairs; and Kristen Brewer as the Execu
tive Assistant Director of Frosh Mosh.
We also began work on the Frosh Mosh
2006 event. Our theme this year for Frosh Mosh
will be based on MTV... 'True Life: I'm in Col
lege!" Planning meetings have been very suc
cessful in the past week. If you missed the
Frosh Mosh meetings and are interested in
helping out, our next meeting will be on Sun
day, April 23rd at 8:30 p.m. in UC106.For more
information, please contact Barbie Czura at
froshmosh@gmail.com
or
barbaraczura@hotmail.com.
SGA is also working on a survey to help
the Office of Student Affairs determine how to
better utilize YOUR student activity fee dol
lars. If you get a chance, pick up a survey from
the SGA office or download it from the SGA
website at http://sga.Uah.edu to voice your
opinion. Please be sure to turn them in by 5
p.m. on May 3rd in UC 106.
Last but not least, if you missed our last
meeting and need to get in touch with SGA,
our next meeting will be on June 5th at 8:45
p.m. in UC 131. If your organization recently
had elections, be sure to resubmit chartering
documents within thirty days of your election
date.
Again, if you are interested in being part of
the SGA, stop by the office in UC 106 to pick
up an application. Good luck with finals ev
eryone and have a safe summer break.
Mital Modi
SGA President
mital.modi@gmail.com
256-824-2728

UAH Arab Club Holds
2nd Arabian Night Event
By Marie Juliette
Last Monday, on the
evening of April 10, students
and guests gathered to cel
ebrate UAH's second Ara
bian Night. The event, which
was hosted by the UAH Arab
Club for the purpose of ex
posing Americans and other
international students to
Arab culture, took place in the
multi-purpose room of NCRH
L
Attendees mingled and
enjoyed the sounds of
Middle Eastern music as they
viewed various displays of
Arabic cultural artifacts and
sampled the vast array of eth
nic foods prepared for the
occasion. The banquet,
which took up several tables
and consisted of dozens of
Middle Eastern dishes, in
cluded such fare as
couscous, maraq, hummus,
baba ghnouz, wara inab, and
ful mudammas. "I was
amazed at the variety of Ara
bic foods offered at the Ara
bian Night," stated Louise
Nuar, an Egyptian-American
student who attended the
gathering, "and the hummus
was quite possibly the best
I've ever had. Ever."
Dressed in ethnic garb
from their native lands or bor
rowed from friends, Arab Club

members served drinks and
passed out aromatic Arabian
coffee. After everyone had
been served, the festivities of
the evening began. Many of ?
the events were similar to ;
those of the first Arabian <
Night which took place in the j
fall of2005. Guests enjoyed a \
slideshow of Middle Eastern £
landmarks and were offered
the opportunity to have their
names written in Arabic cal
ligraphy. Arabic poetry was
read and translated by Lina
Salah of Palestine and Afra
Madkhana of Syria. Trivia
questions pertaining to Ara
bian culture were posed to the
audience, and gifts of Middle
Eastern decorations and Ara
bic candy were distributed to
those who answered cor
rectly. The highlight of the
evening, however, was the
fake Moroccan wedding.
As friends and guests
looked on, Abbes Sobai of
Morocco and his "bride,"
Kristina Duthcher of the
United States, demonstrated
a Moroccan wedding cer
emony. The "couple" fed
each other dates and milk and
the bride's hands were
painted with henna body
paint. After the ceremony,
many members of the Arab
Club got up to dance in the
traditional celebratory fash-

Jt
Nickoli Altstatt and Selim Davlettov show off their names,
written in Arabic calligraphy

ion. Their enthusiasm was so
contagious that soon after,
most of the guests were danc
ing as well. .
"My favorite part of the
evening was the Moroccan
wedding with Moroccan mu
sic," said Arab Club presi
dent, Abdelghani El Gharras.
"I felt that I was in a real wed
ding with many of the people
dancing, including the bride
and groom."
After the wedding cel
ebration and reveling was
over, the night ended with the
presentation of Certificates of
Recognition to the friends
and benefactors of the UAH
Arab Club who helped make
the night such a great suc
cess. Recipients of these cer
tificates included Dr. Kathy
Hawk, Dr. John Pottenger,
Kimberly Crutcher-Williams,
Dr. Elsamadicy, and the
Elsamadicy family.
Overall, the second Ara

The Liberal Arts and
You: Foreign Language
By Dr. Linda S. Maier,
Associate Professor of
Spanish and Chair of the
Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures
In refusing to allow for
eign languages to be taught
in high school, an Arkansas
school superintendent let slip
his own ignorance, "If En
glish was good enough for
Jesus, it is good enough for
you." To prevent the hazards
of such an omission, UAH
faculty and administrators
consider foreign language
study an essential compo
nent of a solid liberal arts
education.
Language may be defined
as the use of sounds and writ
ten symbols in organized
combinations and patterns to
express and communicate
thoughts and feelings. By
remaining monolingual, an
individual often forfeits a
deeper insight into the basic
structures and functioning of
language itself and fails to
grasp its extraordinary
power. According to German
writer Johan Wolfgang von
Goethe, "He who knows no
foreign language knows
nothing of his own."

Foreign language study
entails practice in the four
language skills (listening,
reading, speaking, and writ
ing) and enhances the ability
to communicate—in any lan
guage. Foreign language stu
dents learn to clearly orga
nize and express ideas and
enrich their vocabulary. Not
only are foreign language
students more linguistically
sophisticated but they are
also more culturally sensitive
and aware. Cultural study, an
intrinsic part of foreign lan
guage education, provides
exposure to international
trends in art, music, architec
ture, film, literature, history,
politics, economics, philoso
phy, and religion.
The value of foreign lan
guage proficiency is not lim
ited to personal enrichment.
In today's global economy, it
is a nearly indispensable fea
ture of professional training.
In a word, foreign language
competence is marketable.
Foreign language capability
is an asset in many careers:
international business, law
(especially the fields of inter
national and immigration law),
government foreign service
and federal agencies such as

bian Night was a great suc
cess. A good time was en
joyed by all, and eyen the
children who attended the
event were particularly ex
cited about the experience. "I
had fun, and I liked every
thing," said five-year-old
Jana Paltchikov. "I liked the
dresses, and the food was
good. I liked the white des
sert and the loaf of bread."
Ten-year-old Nickoli
Altstatt, agrees: "My favor
ite part was the dessert and
getting my name donein Ara
bian."
For more information on
upcoming Arab Club events,
e-mail the Arab Club at
uaharabclub@yahoo.com, or
contact Abdelghani El
Gharras, the Arab Club presi
at
dent,
elgharrasl983@hotmail.com.

the CIA and FBI, the travel
industry, health and medical
professions, communica
tions and journalism, trans
lation, and teaching. In fact,
as recently as January 2006,
U.S. President George W.
Bush addressed the U.S. Uni
versity Presidents Summit on
International Education and
unveiled the National Secu
rity Language Initiative
(NSLI), a comprehensive na
tional plan to expand US for
eign language education be
ginning in early childhood
and continuing throughout
formal schooling and into the
workforce. This initiative ac
knowledges the U.S. deficit
in foreign language learning
and the consequent negative
impact on national security,
diplomacy, law enforcement,
cultural understanding, ef
fective communication, and
business competitiveness
and aims to address these
needs.
International trade is
equally prominent at the state
and local levels. Numerous
Huntsville/Madison County
companies are members of
the North Alabama Interna
tional Trade Association
(NAITA), and there are resi
dent foreign companies from
various countries. Alabama's
primary trading partners in

clude Canada, Germany,
Mexico, Japan, the United
Kingdom, China, Korea,
France, the Netherlands, and
Honduras.
To prepare students for a
career in today's global
economy, the UAH Depart
ment of Foreign Languages
and Literatures offers stu
dents two majors: foreign
language (with concentration
in one of four focus lan
guages—French, German,
Russian, or Spanish) or for
eign language and interna
tional trade (FLIT), which
combines foreign language
study with business, history,
and political science. It is
also possible to take a foreign
language minor in one of the
four focus languages. Stu
dents may also enroll in be
ginning Chinese, Italian,
Japanese, and Latin classes.
The department has taken the
lead in providing UAH stu
dents study and internship
abroad opportunities. To in
quire about how to enhance
your personal and profes
sional language potential,
please contact the Depart
ment of Foreign Languages
and Literatures in Morton
Hall 308 (824-6300) or by en-v^il ?tmaipr1@email.UajlQfaf
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An Afternoon With
Chuck Norris
By Daniel Horton
This past Thursday, my
friends and I did the abso
lutely unthinkable. We actu
ally spoke to Chuck Norris.
The man who can be in three
different time zones at once.
The man who, by his own
admission, has roundhouse
kicked "thousands" of
people in his lifetime. It
would seem as if it was some
sick and late April Fool's joke,
but it was not. JoeTerrell and
I actually spoke to the man
over the phone. Seriously. As
crazy as this sounds, it really
happened. What follows is
the tale involving ourselves,
Chuck Norris, and our
lengthy conversation with
him.
First, let me provide some
background information on
this whole spectacle. Two
weeks ago, I had checked my
email and had received a mes
sage from Joe which was
titled "Next Week: Chuck
Norris Available for Inter
view". I had initially thought
that this had to be some joke
which was somehow related
to the popular "Chuck Norris
Facts" which havespread like
wildfire in the past year. How
ever, it was not. In fact, it was
a forwarded message from
Planned Television Arts in
New York which was sched
uling a teleconference with,
yes, Chuck Norris. It seemed
too good to be true.

about moving on to show
ing to some of the facts about decided against portraying
Steven Seagal clips instead
him, this singular gesture martial arts using wires and
other non-realistic stunts; but had decided against it
Needless to say, Joe and I each person participating in alone could have demolished
electing instead to go for due to the popularity of the
jumped on this opportunity. the teleconference would a small third-world country
more realistic fight scenes in Chuck Norris clips. I blurted
We would simply never for have to dial star, then one into but tranquility ensued.
out, "Oh come on, of course
Mr. Norris went on about their movies.
give ourselves if we had the the line to get into the queue
Of course, some of the you are more macho than
chance to talk to "The to speak with him, which of how he had become a fan of
students interviewing him him," which made him laugh
Chuck" and we didn't take it. course I did. Then finally, the the facts about himself and
also got in some joke ques again.
I corresponded with the moderator welcomed him, even told a story on the ori
Reluctant to let Chuck
tions. One asked Mr. Norris
group in New York and actu and that familiar scratchy and gins of the facts themselves.
Norris
go for what I knew
if it were true that he could
ally set the conference up manly voice came in through He had actually tracked
would
be the last time, I
down the person who had roundhouse kick him from
which was to be held on my phone.
handed
the phone over to Joe
Even then, it seemed like originated most of the jokes where he was in New York.
Thursday, April 13 at 3 p.m. It
who
quickly
told Mr. Norris
Chuck simply responded,
still seemed too surreal to be something would happen, and invited him to a martial
that
he
was
his hero and that
"yes." Also, someone else
true at this point. Even when and I would not be able to arts competition that Mr.
he
just
wanted
to say hello.
asked
him
if
he
had
any
idea
Joe, along with some of our speak with him. The first Norris participated in. After
When
I
talked
with
Mr. Norris
as
to
how
many
people
he
friends, gathered in my room question for him came from a this, I thanked him, and it was
again, I had a moment of tem
had
roundhouse
kicked
in
his
at NCRH II to wait on the young woman at another col someone else's turn to speak
life. "Oh, there's no telling," porary insanity and told him
phone call. Somehow, I just lege who had asked him with him.
Many other writers from he said, "thousands." He that if he ever found himself
had the feeling that some something relating to
even went on to say that the in the Huntsville area to stop
thing would screw this up. "Walker, Texas Ranger". Af other school newspapers
roundhouse kick definitely by and dinner was on us. And
Especially when it was ter that, the unimaginable had their chance to talk to
was his favorite martial arts amazingly enough, he ac
around 2:49 in the afternoon, happened. "All right, Mr. Chuck. There were around
move, and that he would of cepted. Whether he was jok
and we hadn't received a call Norris. The next question is eight or nine in all who par
ing or not, we may never
from Daniel Horton from the ticipated, along with a repre ten save it for last in his com
yet.
know. But finding Chuck
petitions.
But it finally came. The University of Alabama in sentative from the Hallmark
Norris on campus should not
Finally,
around
forty-five
phone rang. Not knowing Huntsville." Holy crap."Um, Channel, which airs "Walker,
be too much of a shock if in
minutes
into
the
conference,
what else to do, I blurted out Hi Mr. Norris," I somehow Texas Ranger" reruns.
deed it occurs. Before my time
it
was
my
turn
again.
This
"UAH Exponent" into the utter out. "Hey Daniel, how's Throughout the teleconfer
with him was up, we talked
time
around,
I
asked
him
phone. "Hello, I'm looking for it going?" Right here, I might ence, Mr. Norris dispensed
some about martial arts and
about
the
popular
clips
of
his
Daniel Horton?" "This is have just screamed like a many other real-life "facts"
its popularity over the years.
that
are
frequently
aired
on
him!" "Please hold while I teenage girl at a Beatles con about himself with those who
Mr. Norris mentioned to me
the
Conan
O'Brien
Show
connect you to the telecon cert in the 60s, but somehow were able to talk with him. For
how he hopes his Kickstart
and
if
he
thought
he
might
ference. Have fun with I withheld myself. Instead, I instance, Chuck Norris was
Program that he is starting
try
his
hand
at
comedy
some
Chuck." At this point, it fi looked to my computer the first man in the Western
will teach and instruct inner
time.
Once
again,
I
made
nally hits me. This is for real, screen at the questions I had Hemisphere to have earned
city middle school teens
Chuck
laugh,
which
had
to
be
and Chuck Norris is about to prepared for him and realized an Eastern Black Belt. Also,
through martial arts. He ex
a
feat
unto
itself
considering
be on the line. After sitting something. I would be the Steve McQueen was the one
pects that this program will
that
I
was
still
alive.
He
went
on hold for about ten min first to ask him about the who had persuaded Chuck to
teach good morals and ide
on
to
tell
the
story
about
how
utes, listening to classical "Chuck Norris Facts." I get into acting after having
als to these youths who
Conan
O'Brien
had
invited
music, the line finally clicked. asked him about these facts been invited to one of
might otherwise get them
him
to
New
York
to
"come
and
The moderator of the confer and if he had planned on Chuck's martial arts exhibi
selves
into trouble.
beat
him
up
on
the
show"
for
ence introduced Chuck riding their popularity and tions. Mr. Norris also went
Talking
with Chuck Nonis
having
shown
these
clips.
Norris, which took around somehow incorporating them into some stories involving
was
just
as
cool and surreal
Apparently,
Conan
had
told
five minutes. He also ex into his future work. He himself and Bruce Lee. Ac
him
that
they
were
thinking
CHUCKonpagel4
plained that to talk to Chuck, laughed hysterically. Accord cording to him, they had both
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guages and literature major,
Jason Poyer; history major,
Susan Kusterle; music major,
Timothy Cohen; philosophy
major, Brandon LaRue; politi
cal science major, Ryan Stott;
psychology major, Angel
Darmer; and sociology major,
Katherine Knop. The highest
academic achievement recog
nition in Liberal Arts went to
art and'art history major, Ian
Magargee.
In the College of Nursing,
honors were chosen based
upon the two professional
tracks. "One track is for stu
dents receiving Bachelor's
degrees, and one is for RN's
returning to school to obtain
their bachelors or masters
degrees," said Dr. C. Fay
Raines, Dean of the College
of Nursing. Erin Fowler and
Amanda Godsey, RN, were
recognized for their academic
excellence. Beth Lamb and
Sherry Sands, RN, were rec
ognized for their clinical ex
cellence. Falana Skinner and
Ingrid Roberts, RN, were rec
ognized for their leadership
excellence. Lady Chargers
softball catcher, Mary Farris,
was awarded with the Dean s
Award, and the highest aca
demic achievement honor
went to Emily Thurber and

Barla Thomas, RN.
In the College of Science,
departmental honors went to
biological sciences major,
Jennifer Schade; chemistry
major, Ashley Penton; com
puter science major, Stephen
Blakenship; mathematical sci
ences major, Brady Ng; and
physics major Sean Ander
son. The highest academic
achievement recognition
went to physics major, Tho
mas K. Spain.
The first UAH Truman
Scholarship was awarded to
political science and sociol
ogy major, Derek Chris. Chris
was recently profiled in the
April 5, 2006 issue of The
Exponent having maintained
a 4.0GPA "for the duration of
his college career" in addi
tion to winning this distin
guished award. As a recipi
ent of the Truman Scholar
ship, Chris will receive up to
$30,000 for graduate school.
Topping off an already
stellar day of accomplish
ment and accolades, Thomas
K. Spain was additionally
awarded the Alpha Lambda
Delta Margaret Berry Fellow
ship. "In addition to ranking
fourth in the national compe
tition and receiving a $5000
award for graduate study, Mr.

Spain is also the first UAH
student to ever win the
award," said Radonovich.
Spain also recently won the
Phi Kappa Phi Fellowship;
one of only 60 awarded in the
United States.
Lastly, the 2005-2006
UAH Foundation Awards
were presented to four pro
fessors for exceptional and
noteworthy teaching and
four researchers for their ex
plorative and inventive
achievements. This years
Distinguished Teaching
Awards were presented to
Associate Professor of For
eign Languages and Litera
tures, Dr. Irena Buksa; Pro
fessor of Art and Art History,
Michael Crouse; Clinical As
sistant Professor in the Nurs
ing Department, Kathy
Newman; and Associate Pro
fessor of Industrial Systems
Engineering and Engineering
Management, Dr. Dawn
Utley. The Research and Cre
ative Achievements Awards
were awarded to Professor of
Atmospheric Sciences, Dr.
Sundar Christopher; Associ
ate Professor of History, Dr.
Virginia Martin; Associate
Professor of Physics, Dr.An
drew Pakhomov; and Profes
sor of Management Science,

Dr. Edwards Stafford. Each
recipient also received a
$2500 cash award.
Honors Day continued
with the Scholarship Lun
cheon in the UC Exhibit Hall,
the Administrative Science
Convocation held in Chan
Auditorium, the Liberal Arts
Convocation in Robert Re
cital Hall, the Engineering
Convocation in the UC Ex
hibit Hall, the Science Con
vocation in the McDonnell
Douglas Auditorium, the
Class Ring Presentation in
UC 126, and the Nursing
Convocation held in the
Nursing building.
Thursday, April 20, will be
the annual Student Leader
ship Awards Banquet in the
UC Exhibit Hall. The follow
ing students, faculty, and
staff will be recognized:
Homecoming King and
Queen, Ryan Schueler and
Amanda Caldwell, as well as
Mr. and Miss Charger,
Joshua "Sage" Lambert and
Ashley Campbell.
The Highest Sorority
Grade Point Average will be
awarded to Kappa Delta, and
the Highest Fraternity Grade
Point Average to Alpha Tau
Omega. The highest member
averages are Maria Pigg of

Kappa Delta and Eythor tional Cultural Organization
Advisor; and Mr. Doug
Ernston of Delta Chi.
Seven students selected Saunders, Student Govern
as this years 'Who's Who ment Association Advisor.
Nominees for the Lancer
Among America's Colleges
and Universities' will also be Outstanding Freshman
recognized. They are Leader Award include:Cetera
Michelle Brown, Shalana Avritte, LaurenChiarella, Jo
Brown, Heather Evans, seph W. Ditto, Shaunedra
Daniel W. Hinton, Sarah E. Hudson, and Katie M.
Kuberg.
Perrin, and LindaWilliams.
Nominees for Distin
The following SGA Fac
ulty Awards will be pre guished Student Leader in
sented: Administrative Sci clude: Tye W. Abell, Adrienne
ence-Ms. Hilary Clayboume, L. Adams, Lalleh F. Adhami,
Lecturer; Engineering-Dr. Ronda J. Baker, Jennifer J.
Jennifer English, Assistant Deermer, Abdelghani El
Professor; Liberal Arts-Dr. Gharras, Emily D. Fitz, Juneil
Eric Seemann, Assistant Pro Gradson, Ruth Johnson,
fessor; Nursing-Ms. Maria Simon Lindley, Afraa
Khushboo
Browning, Clinical Associate Madkhanh,
Modi,
Mital
N.
Modi,
Yemi I.
Professor; and Science-Dr.
Odutayo,
Sarah
E.
Perrin,
Carol Strong, Lecturer.
There will also be awards Ashley Perry, Elizabeth A.
presented to several indi Scavarda, Laura A. Spencer
viduals including the Out and Susan N. Ssemanda.
Finally, nominees for the
standing Student Group Ad
Dr.
B. Jeanne Fisher Most
visor. Nominees in this cat
egory are Ms. Cathi Curtis, Outstanding Student Leader
Panhellenic Association Ad Nominees include: Mario M.
visor; Dr. Julie Farris - Burton, Ashley E. Campbell,
Lambda Pi Eta Advisor, Com Heather D. Evans, Kimberly
munication Arts Honor Soci A. Green-Hobbs, Daniel W.
ety; Ms.April Freeman Gero, Hinton, Ashley Johnson,
Delta Zeta Advisor; Mr. An Brock Kimbrel, Mital N.
thony M. Orme, Association Modi, Marie D. Olszewski,
for Computing Machinery; Geoffrey D. Tyson, and Allen
Dr. John Pottenger, Interna T.Wampler.
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A Tumbleweed Rolls By...
By Clay Johnson
Entertainment Editor
Elton John. You've heard of him, I dare say. And
while he may now exist in your mind as some sort of
caricature, I assure you that he is not. In the past few
years he has achieved a sort of critical resurgence, but
this is nothing new for John. He came out with "I'm Still
Standing," a sort of comeback anthem, around twentythree years ago.
But the fact of the matter is that Elton John is one of
the longest-reigning elder statesmen of rock and roll,
having successfully been both a popular and critical
darling in his storied career. From 1970 to 1996, John put
out a Top Forty at least once every year. This is a streak
that hasn't been beaten yet. And John also is the com
poser of the best-selling single of all time with "Candle
in the Wind 1997."
But before all that, and before all the rollercoaster
ups and downs John has faced since then, John was
just down. He had never been anywhere else. It took
fate bringing Elton to his musical soulmate, BemieTaupin,
to put both men on tracks to greatness. His first album,
Empty Sky, was fairly ill-fated, but his second put him
on the charts and gave him a permanent hit. John's
eponymous second effort soared to critical success
much like Sky but gave John a big hit with the single
"Your Song."
By 1972, John had released five albums in two years
and was one of the biggest stars in both England and
America. But his first true critical success was his third
full-length LP, Tumbleweed Connection. While it never
achieved the sales of Honky Chateau nor spawned the
several hit singles of Goodbye Yellow Brick Road, Tum
bleweed was the first time Elton John and Bernie Taupin
came together at the peaks of their powers.
The album, as its title suggests, was a semi-concept
album dealing with the American old west. Yet ultimately
this concept isn't as key as the autobiographical exer
cise of Captain Fantastic and the Brown Dirt Cowboy
or true concept albums such as Sgt. Pepper. While no
one story is being espoused and no one time period is
confining the proceedings, the album does adhere to a
sort of loose framework which contributes to its musical
feel.
A country and blues vibe weaves its way through
out the record's musical soundscape (though it never
overwhelms the album's nature as a rock album), and
that feel well accentuates the lyrical content (largely pro
vided by Taupin). The songs are full of guns, soldiers,
family tradition, and countryside, and are generally
evocative of the Wild West or traditional country
mindsets.
Taupin said he wrote the album before first going to
America, and was actually influenced by the Americana
of The Band's Music from Big Pink. John said of Tum
bleweed, "Lyrically and melodically, that's probably one
of our most perfect albums. I don't think there's any
song on there that doesn't melodically fit the lyric." And
if this is John and Taupin at the height of their powers,
then that is saying something. Melodically they are one
of the strongest teams in the history of music. More
over, here they often eschew traditional song structures
and chorus construction, favoring something more
unique.
Many of the songs here are classics, regardless of
the fact that Tumbleweed Connection yielded no hit
singles (God forbid we consider the album format as
something special apart from the singles it produces).
"My Father's Gun" is a Civil War ballad of loss, revenge,
and tribute. In 'Talking Old Soldiers,"Taupin constructs
a story in which a weary, elderly former soldier sits in a
bar growing old. It plays with several conventions and
feels worn and frayed in a positive way.
There are still the love songs that John is now so
known for. "Come Down in Time" and Love Song are
quite good, though "Amoreena" is the most masterful,
with its sexy romantic imagery of a love lost. Still, mo
ments such as the simple life number "Country Com
fort" and the respect exploration of "Son of Your Fa
ther" both fit the theme and come across as excellent
songs. And of course there is "Burn Down the Mis
sion," the epic live favorite (whose definitive version is,
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Entertainment
Panoply Celebrates
25 years
By Sean Magers
In a growing southerncity
where engineering and space
flight had taken center stage,
the people of Huntsville
found a way to commemorate
the arts, and that way has
since become a 25-year tradi
tion and a mainstay in the
southeast. After three years
of planning, the Panoply Arts
Festival was a dream realized
by the Junior League of
Huntsville and the Arts Coun
cil in 1982. Mayor Joe Davis
spoke at the opening cer
emony of the inaugural event
with chairmen Carla King and
Virginia Griffith as art enthu
siasts enjoyed a weekend of
celebrating the arts. "I loved
contributing to the creative
process of actually making it
happen that first year,"
Griffith said, "but my favor
ite part was working with the
volunteers, with the various
arts groups, and watching
people enjoy it."
Several challenges have
surfaced over the years for

coordinators of the weekendlong event. Aside from assur
ing the community that Pano
ply does not, in fact, rhyme
with 'monopoly,' planners
have had to deal with sweep
ing rainstorms, funding prob
lems, and the occasional un
invited reptile in Big Spring
Park. Festival patrons of the
1993 incarnation of Panoply
were accompanied by a swel
tering heat which even
caused some supporters to
faint. In 2002, Panoply was
.closed on the last night of the
weekend because of a tor
nado warning. These and
other obstacles have only
seemed to increase motiva
tion and determination for
staging Panoply year after
year. "It's a big job," 1991
Chairman Sharon Valavicius
said, "but I enjoyed every
minute of it."
Whether it was the eight
ies, the nineties, or the 21st
century, Panoply chairmen
have always had a common
appreciation for one aspect
of the celebration: fellow vol

unteers. Previous Chairman
Debra Jenkins said, "It rained
a lot in 1997 and the camara
derie and spirit among the
volunteers was my favorite
part. Even though it was a
wretched weekend, everyone
still had a smile." Through
two and a half decades, ca
maraderie among volunteers
has remained one of the pre
vailing and steadfast quali
ties of Panoply.
Throughout the years,
Huntsville's arts festival has
grown with the city itself.
Panoply has always included
a mix of local talent alongside
state and regional perform
ers. An eclectic range of acts,
from Chinese Ribbon Danc
ers to this year's Alabama
State Fiddling Champion
ship, have entertained pa
trons for a quarter of a cen
tury. Huntsville's own cel
ebration of the arts began
with an idea from community
leaders who wanted to bring
cultural appreciation to the
forefront of a city known for
its technological prowess,
and, three mayors and four
presidents later, Panoply is
still going strong.
Panoply's 25th Anniver

sary includes the regular fa
vorites of the festival as well
as a few new features. After a
ten-year hiatus, the Alabama
State Fiddling Championship
has found its way back to the
stage. Plans are in the works
to make the revived contest
an annual competition as part
of Panoply for years to come.
State Representative Mike
Ball has organized a joint
resolution between the
House and Senate, and Gov
ernor Bob Riley's office has
issued a proclamation declar
ing the fiddling duel The Of
ficial Alabama State Fiddling
Championship. Rep. Ball will
co-chair the competition with
local dentist and Alabama fid
dling legend Dr. Mark Ralph.
A member of the Hunts
ville Traditional MusicAsso
ciation, Rep. Ball represents
the 10th District of Alabama
and is a student of several
musical instruments. Dr.
Ralph is recognized in the
world of fiddling as a re
spected musician, judge, and
competitor, winning the Ten
nessee State Fiddling Con
test, The Walnut Valley
Championship, and the Ten-
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Flaming Lips go to War
By Clay Johnson
Entertainment Editor
Sometimes in life you sim
ply have to accept that some
thing is what it is. Is it good?
Is it bad? Or perhaps is it just
some zany mixture of both?
When it's the latter, perhaps
accepting that something is
unique is enough.
And 'unique' is a term that
so aptly describes the Flam
ing Lips. Consisting of
Wayne Coyne (vocals, gui
tar), Michael Ivins (bass), and
Steven Drozd (drams), the
Lips have unbelievably re
leased twelve albums in their
career. Who would've pre
dicted that the band that hit
the Top 40 with "She Don't
Use Jelly" would last this
long?
If you've been paying at
tention, then you certainly
would have been among
those Nostradamusesque
souls who knew that Coyne
and. company have the stay
ing power of few bands still
alive and kicking today. The
psych-pop alternative rock
of the Lips is fueled by po
tent imagination, undeniable
ambition, and an overall offkilter aura.
Among the twelve al
bums they've released, titles
such as Hit to Death in the

Future Head and Transmis
sions from the Satellite Heart
might give you a little taste
of the senseless sensibilities
the Lips 'are all about. Al
bums titled like that have no
choice but to be psychedelic.
Luckily, their creativity
doesn't end with their ability
to title songs.
The Lips have been all
over the sonic map, from
straight up Zeppelinesque
rock to grandiose swirling
string-laden space pop. Their
album Zaireeka was an over
all album experiment (the
Parking Lot Experiment, to be
exact), consisting of four
discs which were to be
played simultaneously for full
effect or in other arrange
ments for any other effect.
Interactive listening, indeed.
Still, the Lips remain one
of the truly innovative and
great bands of the past
twenty years. They are only
getting better with age, it
seems, as their last two al
bums, The Soft Bulletin and
Yoshimi Battles the Pink Ro
bots, have been their most
well-received critical efforts
yet.
And all this leads us to At
War with the Mystics, an al
bum which began from the
confines of a nigh-concept
the band was working

around. Without going into
the details, let's just say that
it involved a naked star
queen, a supernova galaxy
cluster formed by her, and one
man's desire to boldly go...
where no one has gone be
fore, in order to become "the
chemical son of God."
The album's overall theme
has grown beyond this,
however. That's because the
Lips finally realized that this
time their imagination was
unable to escape from the
chains of the real world. The
political arena, the war-torn
landscapes, etc. were simply
too much for them. So they
reacted the only way they
knew, crafting*an album with
this partly in mind.

All this results in some of
the most expressly political
work the Lips have ever
done, but also allows their
space age philosophizing
and escapism a mdre poi
gnant and pointed place than
usual. "The Yeah Yeah Yeah
Song" doesn't simply take
the fight to the Bush admin
istration, but instead asks
what you would do if you had
more power—all over a cho
rus of "yeah yeah yeah" or
"no no no," answering the
question at hand.
The political statements
on other songs, such as
"Free Radicals" and "The
W.A.N.D.," are more direct
and don't come off as welli IPS on page 7
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perhaps, on the live 11-1770 album... that eighteenplus minute version is a barn
burner). The CD version also
contains the original take of
"Madman Across the Water."

For those of you who en
joyed Peachtree Road, this
was Elton John's first foray
into that sort of territory. For
a third album—and such a
departure from John's former

work—it is remarkably nuanced, evocative, and simply
well-done. As albums go, this
one has been largely forgot
ten in favor of John's singlesheavy hits. But Tumbleweed

Connection remains one of
John's most critically ac
claimed and well-loved al
bums for one reason: it's
damn good.

petition will be open to con
testants nationwide and will
consist of five total catego
ries: four amateur levels di
vided by age and one Mas
ter Fiddler level open to all
ages. The four amateur divi
sions include Junior-Junior
(ages 12 and under), Junior
(13-16), Adult (17-59), and
Senior (60 and over). Each
category will offer five cash
prizes as well as trophies.
Judges will award the winner
of the Master Fiddler level a
cash prize of $1000 along with
the Official Alabama State
Fiddling Championship
Governor's Cup.
Also new to this year's
Panoply is The Global Village,
a celebration of Huntsville's
remarkable diversity.The new
International Performing Arts
Stage in the Global Village will
showcase dance and music
from a wide array of peoples,
including African-American,
Chinese, Columbian, German,

Indian, Iranian, NativeAmeri
can, Pakistani Palestinian,
Philippine, Polish, Scottish,
and Ukrainian cultures.
Located in the heart of Big
Spring International Park, the
Global Village, with its mes
sage of hope and unity for
the future, is among other
prominent landmarks of inter
national significance. The red
Japanese bridge across the
pond was a gift to the citi
zens of Huntsville from the
Japanese Air Defense Missile
Program in celebration of the
Bicentennial of the United
States and in appreciation of
the training assistance pro
vided by the City of Hunts
ville, Madison County, and
the United States Army. Just
south of the bridge stands a
light beacon and a fog bell,
once parts of a warning sys
tem along the coast of Nor
way, that were presented to
the citizens of Huntsville in
1973. Also nearby, a Canadian

Hemlock grows, donated by
the city of Markham, Ontario,
with a plaque that reads, "We
do not inherit the land from
our ancestors, we borrow it
from our children."
Other events at Panoply
include the final round of The
Homegrown Talent Contest,
performances of the second
annual 10-Minute Playwright
Competition, and over a
dozen free children's art ac
tivities. This Huntsville insti
tution is consistently se
lected to the list of Top
Twenty Events in the South
east by the Southeast Tour
ism Society and is always in
need of volunteers. If you
would like to volunteer for
Panoply, more information
can be found by calling The
Arts Council at 519-ARTS
(2787). Tickets are available
at various Huntsville loca
tions including The Arts
Council office, located in the
Von Braun Center.

of "Free Radicals" or the Sabbath-meets-Stevie Wonder
hard riffs and funky beat of
"The W.A.N.D."
And then when the boys
focus on something other
than overt propaganda, some
thing a bit more akin to their
previous work stands out.
"The Sound of Failure" is a
humanity-laden piece, osten
sibly about an exploration of
sadness and an acceptance
of fallibility, which is musi
cally pushed along by a Soft
Bulletin swirl. The standout
track of the album may well
be "My Cosmic Autumn Re
bellion," whose subtitle
("The Inner Life as Blazing
Shield of Defiance and Opti
mism as Celestial Spear of
Action") tells you everything
you need to know.
"Vein of Stars" and "It

Overtakes Me" focus on
philosophical space-rock of
Lips past, while "Mr. Ambu
lance Driver" is a neo-car
crash ballad which is slightly
hindered in effectiveness by
its bizarre take on "Highway
61"'s siren. "Haven't Got a
Clue" reminds me a bit of Ex
ponent politics, with its dec
laration, "Every time you
state your case, the more I
want to punch you in the
face."
At War with the Mystics
sort of shrugs off the the
matic unity of Yoshimi, keep
ing things looser and confin
ing itself to a larger play
ground, both sonically and
ideologically. Many times the
album plays as a sort of "best
of the Flaming Lips" in its

mash-up of previous Lips
styles. Overall, there's still the
humanity lost in space ap
proach, quirky humor and
weirdness, and of course this
new-found political direct
ness residing at the core of
the album—all held together
by sheer force of musical ge
nius and will. If you already
like the Lips, you've already
picked this up. For the rest of
you, pick up Clouds Taste
Metallic, The Soft Bulletin,
Yoshimi Battles the Pink Ro
bots... or any of the other
classics first.
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PANOPLY from page 6 —
nessee Valley Fiddlers Con
vention in Athens, Alabama,
as well as holding multiple
state championships.
Dr. Ralph has played
competitively for the past 30
years and even met his wife
at one of the final Alabama
State Fiddling Champion
ships before it was put to an
end over a decade ago. "As
a bona fide fiddling fanatic, I
don't like to see any compe
tition shut down, so I've
planned to restart this con
test since it was discontin
ued," Ralph said. "Over the
years, I've told a lot of people
of my desire to get another
Alabama State Fiddling
Championship started in
Huntsville, but until I spoke
with Mike Ball about it, noth
ing had come of it."
Sponsored by the Ala
bama State Bureau of Tour
ism and Travel, the Boeing
Company, and local radio sta
tion WDRM 102.1, the com

UPS from page6
The overall feeling I get from
the political statements and
philosophizing is grating, es
pecially for one who doesn't
line up behind the Lips po
litically. Even on the slightly
more open-minded "Yeah
Yeah Yeah Song," the phi
losophy being presented is
slightly hokey and lacks sub
stance. While Coyne may be
more open-minded than he
suggests in song, he comes
off here as being just as radi
cal as those he rails against.
Thank God these tracks
are saved by something.
That thing is the musical ge
nius of the Flaming Lips,
which makes these diatribes
worthy, whether it's the hard
acoustic guitar chord buildup
of "The Yeah Yeah Yeah
Song" or the Prince-like falsetto/psych-guitar workout

Top Ten Movies

OPPORTUNITIES
Calandar of Events for the City of Huntsville

April 4 - May 4 Annual Student Art Show @ Union
Srove and University Center, UAH
April 27 African Cinema Series presents "Zan Boko"
@ Alabama A&M University, Huntsville, AL
April 30 Bob Dylan @ Birmingham Jefferson Civic
Center, Birmingham, AL
May 4 Old Time Relijun @ Flying Monkey Arts Center,
Huntsville, AL

1. Scary Movie 4
2. Ice Age: The Meltdown
3. The Bench warmers
4. The Wild
5. Take the Lead
6. Inside Man
7. Lucky Number Slevin
8. Thank You for Smoking
9. Failure to Launch
10. V for Vendetta

Top Ten Albums
1. Me and My Gang Rascal Flatts
2. Now 21 Various Artists
3. King T.I.
4. High School Musical Soundtrack
5. Greatest Hits Volume 2: Reflected Tim McGraw
6. I'm Not Dead Pink
7. Back to Bedlam James Blunt
8. Oral Fixation Volume 2 Shakira
9. The Charm BubbaSparxxx
10. Precious Memories Alan Jackson

Cade McKee
ACE President

JohnKiser
ACE Vice President

Last week, through black magic and hate, Jade
Ingram single handedly made the end of my article
disappear. Don't go looking for it. I know where she
put it. You don't want to know where either. Trust me.
Anyhoo, I'll start this week with where I left off.
"Anyhoo, now for the last Fan of the Week for
mine and John's reign. There are two Fans this week.
Fan Number 1 is...Marcus Milam! Marcus got the privi
lege to perform in both plays this weekend for my
entertainment. And entertain he did. Whether he was
a confused actor, or just confused, he put on a great
show. My favorite quote of his was: "Women should
be hit regularly, like gongs." Heck yeah! Marcus, I
hope you cleaned house in poker. Fan number 2
is...Estorial "Cade, how can a band be one fan?"
Seriously, ask some annoying questions. No wonder
you don't have any friends. Estoria rocked last Satur
day night at the ATO Viking Party, yet again for my
entertainment. Jeff, Jeff, John, and Jason played on a
Viking Warship while the crowd was pillaging the el
ementary school across the street. Man, those Greek
Boys love their milk pouches. You know, the ones
with the little yellow straws that milk squirts out of if
you don't cover the top of the straw. Anyhoo, they
threw us a surprise ending when Raymond (I think his
name was Raymond) crept up on stage and rapped
during the last song. "Rap mixed with Emo? What
next, Cade getting his own newspaper article? Yeah,
that'll happen." Suckers. And now you know... AND
KNOWING IS HALFTHE BATTLE! Until next time,
true believer..."
Wasn't that nice? Now on with the lastAIYF Cade
will ever do. Pardon the tears. And by pardon them, I
mean get over them. I am Cade McKee. You've prob
ably heard your mom say my name. I did.
'Take back your life. Let me inside. We'll find the
door, if you care, if you care to anymore!" I want to
thank everyone who made it possible for me to be
come the legend I am today. So, thanks to Momma
and Poppa McKee for bringing me into the world.
Momma McKee, the best cook to ever come out of
Warren County. If it wasn' t for Momma, I would never
have tasted the Nectar of Life. I am, of course, refer
ring to Sun Drop. "Sun Drop. Taste the Sun." Poppa
McKee, I will never forget your many words of wis
dom: "If you're gonna be dumb, you gotta be tough;"
"A hard woman is good to find;" and "Don't piss on
the electric fence." I can vouch for two of those, and
I'm not telling which two. Thanks to Nate, Munnie,
Jason, Tim, Ben, and Ditto. Without you guys, noth
ing would work. Thanks to Norm for letting us know
you had a last name. Thanks to Debra for putting up
with all of us. Debra, if you think this year was bad,
wait until John and I leave. If you want to leave, now
is the time. Thanks to Anne for putting up with all my
stupid questions. Thanks goes to Doug for all the
candy I have taken from his office. Thanks to Cathi for
introducing me to all your cheerleaders and sorority
girls. Thanks to Joseph for letting us write these crazy
things. Thanks to Rose for believing in me and Cheek
to mold the lives of incoming freshmen. If anyone has
experience with freshmen, it's Cade and Cheek. HighOh! Thanks to JT for doing ACE's work for them.
Thanks to all our volunteers; especially the ones that
show up. Thanks to all my Greek brothers who invite
me to their parties even though I am from
Constantinople. Thanks to all the UAH sports teams

FACE on page 14
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Ben Tucker

Rama Nagalla

Sunitha Devineni

Computer Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering

William Bonner
Electrical Engineering

"I'm finally getting out of here!"

"I'm looking forward to graduation!"

"It's been painful, but in the end it's
worth it (?)"

"I'm glad to finally be getting out of
here!"

Jennie Moser

Julie Mathis

Marty Green

Sandy Best

Art Studio

Psychology

Graphic Design

Communication Arts

"We don't use the word 'colony'
anymore because it's too spooky.
We use 'trailers.'"

"I'll be back in an hour."

"WWJD-Who wants Jack
Daniels?"

"It's been fun."

Brett McWilliams

Eric Walling

Sean Anderson

Physics

Physics

Physics

Nursing

"I've got a rocket between my legs."

"Who cares?"

"Satisfaction guaranteed."

"It's by God's grace that I'm
graduating."

Melissa Schoggins

Michael Hallman

Heather Evans

Una Salah

Communication Arts

Cleveland Joel Sigh

Political Science/Psychology

English

"Divers to it deeper, stay down
longer, and always satisfy."

"I'm gonna miss UAH and all its
wonderful athletes.. .lol."

Spanish/Global Studies

"Good night and good luck."

"Make it happen."

The Exponent
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Richard Smith

Royan Osborne

Nicole Stanik

Jenni Higginbotham

Music-Jazz
"Life is good."

Graphic Design
"Stay focused and work hard."

Graphic Design
"I'm exeited that I finally completed
something!"

Art
"Taste everything and pass the
knowledge on."-Gary Snyder

Marcus Johnson

Trent Henley

Nicholas Loyd

Becca Chambers

Electrical Engineering
"When you know better, you're
supposed to do better."

Biology
"It's about time they kick roe out!"

Industrial Engineering (Master's
of Engineering Management)
"Fighting solves everything."

Spanish/French
"Life is what happens when you're
busy making other plans."

Anna Rodes

Christine Edwards

John Kiser

Jennifer Bentley

Nursing
"I will have fond memories and
everlasting friendships."

Nursing
"I'm so glad I came to UAH and I'll
treasure the memories I've made."

MIS
"Campus-wide consistency."

Political Science/Psychology
"Ya'll thought I was gone, but I'll
be back next year."

Brett Dunlap

Karen Honderich

Kimberly Moore

Caroline Gluck

Business Administration
"It's finally over."

Sociology
"Finally!"

FLIT/Spanish
"I've been holding out on partying
and saving up." "I'll be glad to put
my hard earned degree to use."

English/Education
"Are you ready for me to educate
your children?"
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Sports

Sports Editor's Farewell
By Heather Evans
Sports Editor
Well, my fellow UAH students, after four short
years here, my days as an undergrad college stu
dent are almost over. While I have at times over
whelmed myself by procrastinating my school work,
I have thoroughly enjoyed every minute of my col
lege experience. While attending school, I have been
able to work at The Exponent since my sophomore
year, becoming the Sports Editor my junior year.
This experience has truly been one of my most re
warding.
Being the Sports Editor is not a physically or
mentally demanding job, and to be honest the work
is not that hard, but the opportunity has benefited
me greatly. I have been able to learn about one of
the things on this campus that truly makes it stand
out from other universities...the athletes. UAH ath
letes are some of the most hardworking, disciplined
and all-around genuine people I have ever encoun
tered, and I have thoroughly enjoyed getting to
know those of you I have met. I wish each of you
the best in your athletic careers and don't worry, I'll
still be around to watch you play!
If I can leave the students of the University of
Alabama in Huntsville with anything it's this.. .BE
INVOLVED.. .1 can't tell you how many wonderful
friends and how many great opportunities this uni
versity has offered me simply through my efforts to
get involved. Whether you decide to be an Expo
nent writer, volunteer with ACE, join SGA, or simply
be active in any club or organization, UAH has some
thing to offer for everyone. The one regret that I
have about my college experience is that I did not
start getting involved until the end of my sopho
more year...and did not participate in some activi
ties until the end of my junior year. I also wish that

EVANS on page 11

Chargers Split
with Division Foe
By Brian Massey

The Chargers and Argo
nauts had already met twice
In the wake of the GSC before this year with the
Crossover, things are looking Chargers coming out on top
great for the UAH softball each time. In March, the two
squad. Last week, the week met for a doubleheader in
following the "Crossover," Pensacola, Florida. UAH
the Chargers were ranked 3rd took the first 6-2 and needed
in the South Division by the 11 innings to gain the victory
NCAA, and Stephanie Pinto in the second with a final
was named the GSC Player of score of 4-3.
the Week.
Saturday the two met
Pinto and the others com again, this time at Madison
pletely dominated the tourna Academy's Jeff Stinnet Field
ment to earn the honors. for a pre-Easter doubleUAH went 7-0, while Pinto header.
helped lead the offensive at
In the first game, the
tack. Those 7 wins propelled Chargers called on their work
the team into 3rd place in the horse, Sage Woodham.
GSC Eastern Division and Woodham led the Chargers
gave the Chargers the 3rd pitchers in wins (16), com
best record in all of the con plete games (11), strike outs
ference.
(113), and innings pitched
All that said, last weekend (130.1). She would deliver a
UAH meet with one of the solid outing allowing only a
only two teams with a better pair runs but was saddled
GSC record, the West Florida with the loss as the Chargers
Argonauts. The Argos en were shut out by UWF
tered the weekend with a 19- starter, Jennifer Buckley. The
6 record, 1st in the GSC and Charger's powerful offense
ranked 10th by the NCAA in was stifled as they could only
the South Region.
manage 4 hits, each coming

Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Baseball
(11-32,4-11)
April 14 UAH 4, West Florida 1
April 14 West Florida 6, UAH 0
April 15 West Florida 5, UAH 0

Upcoming Games:
April 22 vs. West Georgia, 1 p.m.
April 23 vs. West Georgia, 1 p.m. (DH)(MA)
April 26 vs. Arkansas Tech, Noon (DH)
April 29 vs. North Alabama, 1 p.m. (DH)
April 30 vs. North Alabama, 1 p.m.

Softball
(39-12,17-8)
April 15 West Florida 2, UAH 0
April 15 UAH 2, West Florida 0

Upcoming Games:
April 22 at Lincoln Memorial, 2 p.m.
April 23 at Lincoln Memorial 11 a.m.
April 25 at North Alabama 6 p.m.
May 5-7 GSC Tournament, Southaven, MS

Track and Field
April 14-15 Sea Ray Relays, Knoxville, TN
April 22 Charger Invitational, Bob Jones Track
May 6 Orange and Purple Classic, Clemson, SC
May 12-13 Georgia Tech Invitational, Atlanta GA
May 25-27 NCAA DII Outdoor Championship, Empo
ria, KS

Senior Kristin Spencer and Parents

Senior Christy Andrews and Mom

Senior Kellie Corder and Parents

in a different inning.
Things would turn around
in the second game of the
doubleheader. This time the
Chargers would gain the win
by two at 2-0. Charger starter,
Jenni Smithson, pitched the
complete game shutout and
struck out 6 to lead UAH to
the victory.
Senior shortstop, Kellie
Corder, provided the Charg
ers with all the offense they
would need in the third in
ning. After Corder's double
play partner, Anna Parker,singled to lead off the inning,
Corder drove the UWF offer
ing over the centerfield wall
for a 2-run homerun.
Saturday's
contest
against the Argonauts was

also "Senior Night". UAH
said goodbye to four seniors,
Christy Andrews, Kellie
Corder, Mary Farris, and
Kristin Spencer. The Expo
nent would like to thank the
four of you for everything
over the years but don't pack
your cleats and gloves just
yet. You still have a lot of
Charger Softball to play.
This week, the Chargers
will continue their march into
the postseason as they travel
to Harrogate, Tennessee, to
face off against the Lincoln
Memorial Railsplitters. Don't
forget that you can follow all
of the Charger Softball action
online
at
www.uahchargers.com.

Levett locks up spot at
Nationals with recordbreaking performance
Junior sprinter, Shana
Levett (Auburn), smoked the
UAH record in the 100m
hurdles in winning her heat
at the Sea Ray Relays. Her
time of 14.03 currently ranks
her 5th on the national per
formance list and is a lock for
the national championship
meet in Emporia, Kansas at
the end of May.
The men's 4x800m relay
gave a strong showing as
well, breaking the school

record by five seconds with
a time of 7:52.91. Brandon
Ponds (Decatur, GA) led off
with a 1:57.1 split followed by
a 1:57.7 leg by Beck Mitchell
(Highland Village,TX). Bran
don York (Tuscaloosa) ran a
1:59.5 third leg, and Alex
Methvin (Bremen) anchored
the race with a split time of
1:57.8.
Carlita Thomas (Phenix
City) ran a provisional na
tional time in the 100m, fin-

ishing with a
time of 12.10.
The longer
distances really Junior
had a tough time Track and
this weekend
with the temperatures in the
mid 80s and a steady wind
blowing on the backstraight.
"We are hoping it will be a
little cooler this weekend for
our home invitational and run
some fast times," said head
coach, David Cain.

Field Squad

The track teams host the
Charger Invitational on Sat
urday, April 22, at Bob Jones
track. Among the teams ex
pected to join UAH are
Harding University, Clayton
State, and Arkansas Tech.
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Charger Baseball
Hits the Road
By Brian Massey
Last week, the Charger
baseball squad hit the road
for three games. Tuesday,
UAH made their way to
Livingston, Alabama, for a
non-GSC match up against
the West Alabama Tigers.
The team will then make their
way to Pensacola, Florida, for
a three game set with the
West Florida Argonauts.
The Chargers started the
week in great fashion, taking
their match against the Ti
gers. Dustin Davenport drew
the starting assignment for
the boys in blue and threw 5
innings, striking out 6, but
would earn a no-decision.
Will Evans put the Charg
ers into the early lead in the
second inning as he
launched his 2nd homerun of
the season. The Tigers
would answer in the 6th with

a run of their own. Jordan
Steele entered after the UWA
run and pitched 4 shutout
innings allowing only a
single.hit.
The two teams entered
the 9th tied with a run apiece,
but the Chargers would
quickly change that as they
scored 2 in their final at-bat.
Blake Heym walked to lead off
the 9th and advanced to third
after a single from Will Evans.
At this point, the Chargers
played a little small-ball as
UAH power threat, Ryan
Bowerman, laid down a sac
rifice bunt to put the two run
ners in scoring position.
Zak Smith delivered the
winning run as he singled to
drive in Heym from third and
chase Evans to third. Andy
Patton would tack on an in
surance run as he was cred
ited with a sacrifice fly, driv
ing in Evans. Thanks to

timely hitting and productive
outs, the Chargers went on
to win, 3-1.
Friday, the Chargers be
gan their three-game set
against the UWF Argonauts.
Game one would closely fol
low the script from the UWA
contest. Evans got UAH on
the board in the 1st as he
drove in Adam Keenum from
third base with a groundout
to the shortstop. The Argos
answered in the third to tie
the game at one.
Charger starter, Troy
Mitchell, had a very good
start as he pitched 7 innings,
striking out 5. However, he
would leave with the game
tied. UAH reliever, Jordan
Steele, entered as scripted
and pitched 2 scoreless in
nings.
The Chargers once again
waited until the 9th to break
the tie, scrapping together 4
hits to score 3 runs. Ryan
Bowerman scofed on a
passed ball, Bryan Nash
drove in Zak Smith with a

single, and Kyle Dempsey
doubled in Nash. Steele's
scoreless 8th and 9th innings
would be enough for him to
earn his 2nd win of the year.
Just as the first two games
seemed to follow a script, so
did the last two; but the script
was definitely a different one.
In each of the last two games
of the road trip, the UWF de
feated the Chargers, 6-0. The
Chargers were held to 5 hits
in the first game and 6 in the
second.
In the final two games, the
Chargers grounded in 3
double plays, managed no
extra base hits, and only had
one runner advance past sec
ond base.
This weekend, the Charg
ers will return home to face
off against the University of
West Georgia Braves. The
first game will be played Sat
urday at Joe Davis Stadium
at 1 p.m. as the first game of a
UAH/Huntsville Stars "daynight" doubleheader. The
Stars will play at 7:05 p.m.
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Quick Take
By Heather Evans

Jack Rayburn

UAH Track Athlete

Jack Rayburn

What is your middlename?
Cole

When is your birthday?
June 3,1986

Do you have any pets?
Rocky my fish and Calipso my cat

What is yourdream vehicle?
Bugatti Veyron

Who is your dream dinner guest?

EVANS from page 10
I had been able to attend ev
ery sporting event. These
games were truly memorable,
and I enjoyed every second
of them I attended at home

and on the road.
So as I graduate from
UAH, let me remind you to
take the time to find some
thing you like at UAH and

excel at it. College was over
just a little too quick for me,
so have fun while you
can...cause it's kind of scary
in the real world!! And cheer

on the Chargers every
chance you get...GO
CHARGERS!!!

Jessica Simpson

What is yourfavorite song?
'Temperature" from Sean Paul

What is your favorite movie of all-time?
Old School

What is your favorite song or type erf music?
Rap

What is your favorite dessert?
Chocolate Tallcake at Ruby Tuesday's

Who are your role models?
My mom and dad are my role models because they
hold my family together while working and pushing
me to be a better person.

What do you like most about UAH?
Aift rotten
i»n rm star

My girlfriend Natalie and my sprint coach

What made you decideto attend UAH?
The track team inspired me to attend UAH

Who is your favorite teacher?
My favorite teacher is Mrs. Nelson from high
school. She taught me a lot and was able to be a friend
while also being a teacher.

What is yourfavorite quote?
"I can do all things through God" Philippians 4:13

More men and women on the front lines are surviving life-threatening injuries
than ever before for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the
world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the most advanced training
and

have

access to

the

best

medical

technology

on

the

planet. And

whether you're treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on bases
here in the U.S., you can put all of that training to use. If you're interested
in learning more about a
visit us online.

better

place to

practice medicine, call or

1"800*588" 5260 • AIRFORCE^COM/HEALXHCARE
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Last Issue for
Spring 2006
By Joseph Terrell
Editor-in-Chief

The word most frequently misspelled by indi
viduals submitting articles for The Exponent:
'definitely'. It commonly takes the form of
'definately', but don't be fooled if you see it writ
ten this way. This is just one of the many inter
esting facts one picks up when working for a
college newspaper.
As this is my last issue as Editor-in-Chief of
The Exponent, I would like to use this week's
column to reflect on some of the major stories
and events that have been covered while I have
been involved with the newspaper, also comment
ing on my 'Exponent' experience.
Many of the stories The Exponent has re
ported on could be placed under the umbrella of
'Five-Year Plan', referring to the transition of our
campus from mainly a commuter school toward a
more traditional style campus. These stories have
covered the parking problems, construction of
NCRHII, Greek Housing, and the future changes
to occur with the University Center in moving
out many of the administrative offices. Regard
ing the parking issue, the five-year plan calls for
moving most of the parking to the periphery of
campus, making way for a huge green space to
extend from the north end to the south end. I
have heard many students complain about this,
as it would obviously make getting to class a bit
more difficult; no one cares to walk more than
they have to, but I'm of the opposite opinion. I
would welcome any changes that address the
traffic flow issues,especially around Morton Hall.
Having lived on campus myself for the past three
years, I wouldn't mind walking to class and not
having to dodge traffic in the process. And let's
not forget about the student who was struck by
a truck while crossing from the NCRH I parking
lot toward the Morton Hall/University Center lot.
While I am not of the opinion that one isolated
incident should dictate any form of change in
and of itself, regardless of the topic, removing
the road between Morton Hall and NCRH I would
most certainly make for a safer, more pleasant
atmosphere. The transition of our campus, in my
opinion, is one of the most important news items
at UAH.
One of the most rewarding aspects of work
ing for The Exponent has got to be the people. I
have met a wide variety of interesting people
within our organization and outside of it over the
course of the past two years, most of whom I am
very glad to have met, rarely encountering people
here that I did not care for. Writing news articles
is a very social activity, despite what some may
think, so dealing with people is a must! I have
learned so much about the university through
conversations carried out with university admin
istrators and students in preparation for articles.
And had I not been involved with the paper, I am
not sure where else I could have gained the in
sight I feel I now possess. If you are looking for
an organization to call your own that offers great
opportunities for advancement within, I recom
mend that you join The Exponent.
Though much education takes place within
the confines of classroom walls, most of us who
are involved in campus organizations find that
the things we learn from our involvement prove
to be the most valuable. I am thankful for having
had the opportunity to serve the student body
as Editor-in-Chief of The Exponent for the past
few years and hope that everyone has enjoyed
the fruit of our weekly labor.

Editorial
Dear Suzy

The deadline for Dear Su2y letters is Sunday at midnight Letters should be sent to
dearsuzywrites@aim.com. Anonymity will be preserved in Dear Suzy letters. Suzy is a UAH
student and is not a licensed psychologist or therapist. Her advice is based on her own
experience and should never be taken as the advice of a physician or therapist Her opinions
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of
Alabama in Huntsville.

Dear Suzy,
I'm bor-ed. I have stuff I
need to be working on, but
my mind is drifting away to
summer. Margaritaville.
Mmm. So, I decided to make
a list of all the stuff I want to
do this summer, and then
maybe I'll be able to concen
trate again. What kind of
kickin' plans do you have?
. Oughta be Working

fave), Atlanta (go Braves!),
and maybe to Memphis so
my dad can get his barbeque
fix. I don't eat ribs. Too primi
tive—like The Flinstones.
I'm also planning on doing
some gardening, a lot of swim
ming, dragging my best friend
on a crazy last minute pack
age deal trip, taking my dog
to agility training, research
ing my family history, reread
ing my favorite old books,
Dear Oughta,
organizing my photographs,
Only two more weeks! We volunteering, picking blue
can do it! As for me, well, I berries, making jelly, trying to
should probably take a sum fix my sewing machine, using
mer class or two, but at this up all that yam I have, grow
point I can't even imagine it. ing cacti, writing stories,
More studying?! No thanks! studying an MCAT book
I thought I was going to have (blech), and last but not least
a great job lined up, but you SLEEPING! Yep, I will be re
know how politics are. So, ally busy doing "nothing,"
I'm sure some kind of medio and I can't wait. Dam you for
cre minimum wage paying distracting me now!
monotony is in order, and
Suzy
then of course the real objec
tive of summer, FUN! I'm go
Dear Suzy,
ing on some trips with my
I have a really (and I mean
family-camping, Disney (my really) hot date coming up

with the cute guy. I want to
cook him dinner, but I don't
know what to fix! I'm think
ing Italian, do you have any
recipes?
Starry Eyed
Dear Starry,
I'll bet when you wrote
this you had no idea that I
am in fact the college version
of Emeril Lagasse, or well,
maybe Alton Brown. Do I
have some recipes for you,
and they're all Suzy originals.
Although I'll admit that some
of them are my adopted ver
sions of other recipes. I guar
antee that boy will want to
marry you after this dinner,
but don't fix it too often, or
you'll have to roll him down
the aisle.
Italian Focaccia
Mix three packets of ac
tive dry yeast in 2 !4 cups of
warm water with 1 tbsp. of
honey or sugar and set aside.
Take a large bowl and mix to

gether 2 pounds (approx. 8
cups) of all-purpose or bread
flour and 1 tbsp. of salt. Go
crazy and add seasonings!
For a Macaroni Grill type fla
vor gather some fresh rose
mary (since the Morton Hall
hedge massacre, it's only
available on the outskirts of
AdSci now) and mince it as
fine as you can with a sharp
knife until almost a paste. I
also use a grocery store four
herb Italian seasoning,
ground black pepper, garlic
salt, and a little red pepper
too. You're yeast mixture
should be "bubbling" now,
so pbur it over the flour and
mix into a dough. It should
be pretty moist. Taste it.
Good bread will taste nearly
as good unbaked as baked.
Adjust your seasonings.
Make a few slits across the
top and stick it in your micro
wave to rise for about 45 min
utes. After it has doubled in
size, knead it, and let it rise
SUZY on page13
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Opinion
It's Never Too Late to
Make a Change
By Kevin Bardon
For the past several is
sues, the Exponent has pub
lished a series of articles from
Liberal Arts professors en
couraging students to con
sider enrollment in various
programs such as history,
philosophy and English. Of
ten, those articles have taken
a career or financial ap
proach, encouraging stu
dents to consider the benefits
of Liberal Arts education.
I dare say most university
students do not embark upon
such endeavors lightheartedly or without objectives. To
many, more than a meager
wage upon graduation must
justify the continually in
creasing expense of a college
education. The days of edu
cation for education's sake
are at a virtual standstill, if
not completely dead. There
fore, it becomes incumbent
upon students to search for
intellectually stimulating op
portunities with commensu
rate financial reward.
The United States Depart

ment of Labor indicates that
"opportunities
for
postsecondary teaching jobs
are expected to be good, but
many new opportunities will
be for part-time or non-tenure-track positions."To illus
trate, a dear friend of mine,
who has a Ph.D. in Philoso
phy, once a faculty member
at the University of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa, now works in the
corporate sector as an insur
ance analyst.
While there remains con
tinued need for historians,
philosophers and English
teachers, there is an exceed
ingly greater need for nurses.
One of the nation's most
respected, reliable and re
nowned nursing researchers,
Vanderbilt University's Dr.
Peter Buerhaus, continues to
describe a worsening
healthcare crisis reflected pre-'
dominately as an ongoing
shortage of nurses.
The U.S. Dept. of Labor,
in the Occupational Outlook
Handbook, acknowledges
that while nurses are the
single most populous portion

of the professional healthcare
sector, the need for registered
nurses is "projected to cre
ate the second largest num
ber of new jobs among all
occupations; job opportuni
ties in most specialties and
employment settings are ex
pected to be excellent, with
some employers reporting
difficulty in attracting and
retaining enough RNs."
Johnson & Johnson, one
of America's premiere
healthcare corporations, has
been responding to the need
by collaborating with state's
legislatures to create incen
tives to enter the nursing ca
reer field such as funding
scholarships and through a
massive public awareness
campaign.
UAH's College of Nurs
ing continues to attract some
of the most highly qualified
and diverse students of any
college at UAH.For example,
it is not uncommon for
UAH's nursing students to
have already earned a
Bachelor's or higher degree.
In fact, one student is a Ph.D.

Cheese Ravioli
Take one bag of premade
frozen cheese, raviolis—you
want the big kind.Cook them.
Take a large casserole dish
and paint the bottom with
tomato sauce (I recommend
Prego Organic). Layer in
some of your cooked raviolis,
more sauce, more raviolis, etc.

and set aside. Take a store
bought alfredo sauce and
thin it with some milk untilnot
like paste. If you are very
motivated make your own
alfredo sauce, it's pretty easy
and tastes much better. Pour
the runny alfredo mixture
over the raviolis. Use as much
as desired, but at least
enough to fill in all of the
gaps. Top with shredded
mozzarella and bake at 450
until bubbly, about 15 min
utes. Once out of the oven
take some storebought basil
pesto and put a dollop on top
of the finished dish. Voila!
Raspberry Dessert
Buy some good ricotta
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been turned topsy-turvy.
A little known fact about
College of Nursing graduates
is that they have the highest
starting salaries of any UAH
program. It is not uncommon
to see new graduates earn
ing $46,000 annually or more.
Some employers are increas
ing incentives to attract and
retain registered nurses, such
as $1000 monthly bonuses
for working a fourth day
(most hospital-based nurses
work three 12 hour shifts), in
addition to overtime and shift
differential pay. Such bo
nuses alone can total $24,000
per year!
Another benefit of Regis
tered Nursing is portability.
With reciprocity of licen
sure, registered nurses can
practice in all 50 states of the
U.S. And they can work in
almost any environment, lo
cality, or industry. Industrial
nurses, for example, often
prepare education programs
for employees and may inter
pret safety data to design
programs ensuring reduced
workplace injury. Forensic
nurses regularly interact with
law enforcement officials to
provide scientific data about
traumatic injury in combina

tion with investigation. Legal
nurses often evaluate docu
ments and provide expert tes
timony to attorneys and
courts. School nurses man
age the increasingly difficult
care of thousands of children
in school settings, including
injury treatment or rapid re
sponse to allergic reactions
and blood sugar and insulin
management of diabetics.
Certified Registered Nurse
Anesthetists continue to be
among the highest compen
sated of all nursing special
ties with generous compen
sation packages often ex
ceeding $165,000 annually,
including six weeks or more
paid leave per year!
Publishing, research,
teaching, ethics, finance, entrepreneurship, direct patient
care, leadership, community
emergency response, admin
istration, and prevention are
only a few areas in which
nurses contribute to improv
ing quality of life. Whatever
career dreams you have, nurs
ing can be incorporated into
almost any of them. Won't
you consider a career in nurs
ing today?
It's never too late to make
a life-altering change!

LA: What do you plan to
do during your retirement?
FF: Well, I might teach a
course or two! I would defi
nitely like to travel more to
exotic places.
LA: Besides traveling,
what are your hobbies?
FF: I spend most of my
time working; my energy
goes primarily into this job. I
do like reading, hiking, and
walking. I'll be disappointed
when the Harry Potter series
ends.
LA: How do you feel
about being called 'The
Franz,' like 'The Fonz' from
Happy Days?
FF: I didn't know about

it, but it's great! I'm pleased
to be known well enough to
have a nickname!
LA: If you could have a
career in any other field, what
would that career be?
FF: I like what I've done;
I think it is important for
people to feel that they have
accomplished some good
things. As a physicist, I have
enjoyed analyzing and solv
ing problems in unique ways,
and I have been able to ap
ply that in my work as an ad
ministrator. It would be mis
ery to have a job you don't
like. One of the great things
about UAH is that most
people like their jobs.

SCOOP from page 3

SUZY from page 12
again. Transfer loaf to a bak
ing sheet and bake on a low
rack at about 450 for 15-20
minutes. The bread should
make a terrific hollow sound
when you thump it. Once out
of the oven brush with olive
oil and add the same season
ings to the top, except the
rosemary. Yum!

prepared engineer! And, its
ratio of older students is
greater than any other col
lege!
Increasingly, universities
often justify higher educa
tion to potential students by
illustrating the increased
long-term earnings potential
versus that of a high school
education; thus validating
the investment of time and
money in earning a
Bachelor's degree. However,
with an increasingly global
economy, many students are
dismayed to find the jobs for
which they prepared with four
years of university educa
tion, are now internationally
outsourced. Those resulting
personal and national eco
nomic issues are fraught with
difficulty.
And while advances are
being made in the delivery of
healthcare services through
telecommunications, nursing
has
difficulty
being
outsourced because patients
must still be observed and
evaluated by a profession
ally prepared registered
nurse. Such stands in stark
contrast to engineering or
computer science where jobs
once thought as secure have

cheese, keeping in mind that
a serving is about 2-4 oz.
Containers are usually 8-16
oz. Put cheese in a mixing
bowl and add one cup of
sugar for each 8 oz. (1 cup) of
cheese. Stir well. Take the
mixture and place into serv
ing bowls. Sprinkle some
sweetened cocoa or hot
chocolate mix on top of each
dish. Drizzle with honey and
top with raspberries or other
fruit of your choice. Enjoy
with a cinnamon twist (cof
fee aisle) or other similar
cookie. And, if you're old
enough, this meal goes great
with red wine.
Ciao,
Suzy

LA: What do you look
forward to seeing completed
in your last year at UAH?
FF: I am going to enjoy
seeing the completion of
Shelby Hall, the new Applied
Sciences building, the
completion of fraternity and
sorority row, the expansion of
Charger Cafd and more space
in the University Center for
student activities.
LA: Is there any particu
lar reason why you chose
spring 2007 as your retire
ment date?
FF: No; it just seems like
a good time to step down,
recognizing that I can't be
president forever.

Editor's Note: The Exponent reserves ihc right to edit all submissions for content. Due to space requirements, please limit content to approximately 75 words,
All submissions must be given directly to Joseph Terrell, Editor at The Exponent office, 104 University Center or email to Joseph Terrell at

UAH SEDS (Students for the Exploration and Development of Space): If you are interested in joining UAH SEDS, email shimizs@ email.uah.edu.
The College of Science will host its Spring Picnic on Monday, April 24th, from 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. on the lawn outside the MSB. There will be free food, games, prizes, and lots
of fun to be had by all. Come support your college for the annual picnic trophy. All are invited!
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FACE from page7
for playing your hearts out
for me. If I was good at any
thing, I would do it for you
guys. Thanks to Estoria for
playing the music that makes
the girlies go, "Mmm." I
would also like to thank
Estoria for their support of
the first, last, and only (so
far) show of Witheart. Think
about it, you'll get it. Thanks
to John Kiser for helping me
herd ACE around like lost
sheep. Thanks to the rest of
the board for all the good

times. And Poop on the board
for all the bad times. I can
truly look into the camera and
say, "Anything that ever
went wrong was not my
fault." And to the rest of you,
the readers, I say, "you're
welcome." You're welcome
for the piece of Cade that
you've received, even
though it's not your birthday.
I hope that when you look
back at college, you can re
member something good
about it that didn't involve

me. I hope that your depen
dence on Cade wasn't the
only thing keeping you go
ing. Believe it or not, there are
other things in the world. Not
as awesome, but there are
other things nonetheless.
But probably your Cade De
pendence was an Utter Cade
Dependence. That's ok. A
picture of my face is at the
top of this column. Go ahead,
you can keep it. It's my gift
to you.
Important: It's now offi

cial. Chealen "C MurDa"
Martin will be the new Face
of Ace. He will write all of the
articles in slow motion. Get
used to it. Shazzam!
Now it is time for Fan of
the Year! No, your mother did
not make it. She just wasn't
good enough. And here I
thought sacks of potatoes
only came from Idaho. The
Fan of the Year of the McKee/
Kiser Dynasty is...President
Frank Franz! It has been an
nounced that President Franz

will be retiring. I am not sure
what he told the public, but I
have received from a reliable
source (Jeff Graham) that the
real reason he is retiring is
because Cade McKee is
graduating. He didn't say it
to me, but I'm pretty sure
President Franz was quoted
as saying, "UAH without
Cade McKee is like a donkey
without a waffle." Truer
words have never been spo
ken.
Now for some advice from

I'l l. Always have the right
tools for the job and never
do anything that might get
you into trouble without a
patsy. And now you know.
AND KNOWING IS HALF
THE BATTLE! And what's
the other half? VIOLENCE!
Always look out for Number
1, true believer-

otherwise into a place that
attracts students because
they want to be here. I think
Dr. Franz has done a good
job with hard to come by re
sources. He should be proud
of his accomplishments, as
should the faculty. Whoever

the next president is, is go
ing to have big shoes to fill, a
lot of challenges, and a lot of
help from faculty, staff, and
students."
Mr. Ray Pinner, Vice Presi
dent of Finance and Admin
istration, agrees that progress

has definitely been made.
"We have seen several years
of successful increases in
state funding. We have also
built a team to help secure
federal funding."
Dr. Reeves also acknowl
edged the Chancellor's help.

"He and his colleagues at the
state office have done a great
job. We appreciate the chan
cellor, coming up here and
talking to us, and I look for
ward to working,with him in
the coming year."
As the Chancellor said in

his speech, we have made
great progress at UAH. Even
still, we continue to make
great progress and will con
tinue to do so thanks to
people like Portera and Dr.
Franz, who use abilities to
lead us in the right direction.

saddened by the news of Dr. presidency.
Franz's retirement, some have
"When President Franz
taken this time to reflect on arrived, UAH was in a very
the shoes that his replace serious financial crisis. He
ment will have to fill.
implemented very sound fi
Dr. John Mebane, Profes nancial measures that not
sor of English and Director only brought us up out of the
of the Honors Program, has crisis, but also put us on a
been at UAH during the en sound financial footing."
tirety of Dr. Franz's 15-year UAH has also developed as

a much more traditional cam
pus under his presidency
while continuing to meet the
needs of non-traditional and
part time students. While
there were many people who
contributed to this change at
UAH, President Franz pro
vided significant leadership
to make UAH the university

for every type of student. Dr.
Mebane also noted that
President Franz has been
very concerned with making
sure that research ran a close
second to teaching at UAH.
"President Franz has con
sistently contributed to
UAH's excellence in teaching
and in research, and I appre

ciate that," said Dr. Mebane.
Dr. Franz's leadership and
love for his faculty and stu
dents will truly be missed on
this campus.

lease issued by University press release. "The coopera
Relations, Dan Harris, a se tion between UAH and our
nior vice president and UNITeS partners will help us
UNITes Program Executive, to prepare and meet our fu
was quoted as saying, "with ture workforce challenges."
IBM's leadership in support
"We are certainly grateful
ing the UAH SAP University to IBM for its ongoing sup
Alliance program, this initia port," said Dr. C. David Bill
tive under NASA's UNITes ings, Dean of the UAH Col
program is critical to the long lege of Administrative Sci
term resource requirements ence. "This gift will help our
and success in keeping students become better pre
NASA at the forefront of en pared for the challenges they
terprise technology."
will meet after they leave
"NASA appreciates and UAH."
values the innovation that
"This strategic partner
IBM brings to supporting ship with IBM and SAP helps
critical SAP educational pro UAH address the workforce
grams within our commu development needs of busi
nity," said Jonathan Pettus, nesses and government op
Chief Information Officer at erations in the region," said
NASA's Marshall Space Billings. "The timing is espe
Flight Center, in the same cially auspicious considering

the impact on business de
velopment opportunities re
sulting from BRAC, the
Marshall Space Flight
Center's lead in space explo
ration and science, and the
expected growth related to
creation of the Hudson Alpha
Institute for Biotechnology."
. Bob Luby, IBM Vice
President for Public Sector
Supply Chain Management,
also issued a statement for
the February 28th UAH press
release. "IBM is pleased to
be the corporate sponsor for
the UAH-SAPUniversity Al
liance Program," said Luby.
"We are honored to provide
resources to help the univer
sity build a formal SAP cur
riculum that will help prepare
UAH graduates with key

technology skills to better
serve the local market place."
UAH has been heavily
involved in sending interns
to work with IBM. In fact, all
of the interns that have been
placed on assignment
through UAH have gone on
to accept full-time employ
ment with the company. IBM
is currently seeking, nine in
terns from UAH for a sum
mer program. If you are an
administrative science stu
dent with some information
technology interests and
want to avail an opportunity
to work with this established
and highly esteemed com
pany, please contact Dr.
Gupta at (256) 824-6593 or
email his office at
guptaj@uah.edu.

CHANCELLOR from page 1
Dr. Andree Reeves, Presi
dent of the Faculty Senate
and Associate Professor of
Political Science, also noted,
"He [Dr. Franz] has taken the
university from a terrible po
sition [in early 1990s] and
transformed it financially and

PRESIDENTfrom page1

4

because it is a time consum
ing and detailed initiative,"
said Reinhart.
Chancellor Portera began
to outline the procedure for
choosing the new president
during his visit to the cam
pus last week.
While everyone, both
student and staff alike, are

SAP from page 1
that combines accounting,
inventory control, produc
tion planning, and other busi
ness activities across tradi
tional functional areas. Be
cause ERP systems often link
suppliers, vendors, and cus
tomers, non-ERP companies
that do business with the
Department of Defense,
NASA or ERP-enabled com
panies will also require em
ployees that are familiar with
ERP systems.
"Now with the use of the
SAP, I can teach a Supply
Chain Management course
and show how supply chain
management integrates with
the whole business world
and how decisions we make
in the supply chain affect the
business," said Dr. Gupta.

This ultimately will provide
students with the necessary
information technology skills
and tools to make the best
business decisions.
In addition, on the na
tional average of students
around the country, usage of
the SAP system in class
rooms will eventually enable
students to earn salaries of
$5,000-$8,000 more than stu
dents who are not trained
with this type of software.
There is also an increasing
community demand for em
ployees trained with SAP.
According to Dr. Gupta,
IBM is a subcontractor that
supports the Unified NASA
Information Technology Ser
vices (UNITes) program. In a
February 28, 2006, press re

CHUCK from page 5
of an experience as I had ex
pected it to be. It is pretty in
sane to realize that Joe and I
actually spoke with him, but
it was not surprising to dis
cover that he is a funny and
down to earth sort of guy. Mr.
Norris was also a very en
couraging individual, with
holding his supernatural abili
ties rumored in the "facts"

about him. He spoke about
how he never started any sort
of project without finishing
it, always seeing it through
to completion. He encour
aged this and the ethics he
supports through his
Kickstart Program. So yes, in
conclusion, Chuck Norris is
everything that he is rumored
to be and then some.

A special ultraviolet camera sakee
it poaalble to see the underlying
•kin damage dona by the mm. And
aiaca 1 la 5 Americans will develop
Skin cancer in their lifetime,
what better reason to always use
sunscreen, wear protective clothing
and use common sense.
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AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DERMATOLOGY

888.462. DERM

www.sad.org
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FOR SALE
A partially paralyzed man in
Madison needs assistance
with personal care. Saturday
& Sunday, 2 hours each day,
7:30am to 9:30am, pay is
$11.00 per hour. 426-8529.
Please leave a message.

House FSBO $113,900.3 bed
rooms, 2 full bathrooms, 1690
sqft, adjacent to UAH cam
pus. See photos online at
http://www.owners.com/
AMP7327

Twin brass headboard and
The Volunteer Center of footboard with frame:$100.
Madison County seeks ener Good condition. Contact
getic professional with edu Tammy at 468-9974 or
cation or similar background astrotam80@yahoo.com for
for part-time position over more information.
seeing and developint youth
leadership and service learn Slightly used art supplies,
ing programs with area great for intro to drawing. 2
schools. Flexible hours. sketch books 60 and 65 lbs/
$12 each. 2 Newsprint pads
Email
resume
to
$4 each. 1 drawing pad 80 lbs
Sheila@ volunteerhsv.org
$10.
Charcoal kit, woodless
W e b s i t e
graphite
pencils, compressed
www.volunteerhsv.org for
graphite and erasers $6. Con
organizational info.
tact Ruthie 256-318-0526.
I need a nanny for my 9 yr
old daughter. I would need Old computer parts for sale:
someone for after school care floppy drives, EDO RAM,
3:00-6:00 p.m. 3-4 days a cases, etc. If interested, send
email
to
week, also it would include an
collinp@email.uah.edu
for
a
some evenings and/or week
list
of
prices.
ends. Also, it would include
early mornings 5:30-8:00 a.m.
MISC
three days a week. I do have
a guest room that is available Responsible and school ori
if desired. Must have reliable ented roommate needed un
transportation. Job can be til June 2006 or longer.
full time during summer Beautiful, spacious two bed
break. I am flexible. For more room/two bathroom apart
information call 541-1173 and ment with personal security
ask for Steve.
system. Apartment is close
Earn extra money:
Be a Mother's Helper
I amlooking for a responsible,
dependable person to help
care for my 8 year old son. I
need someone for after
school care on Tuesdays and
Thursdays (3-6). It will also
include some evenings dur
ing the week and/or week
ends for a total of 10 - 15
hours/week. Must be a nonsmoker, have own transpor
tation, and like/love dogs.
CaU Kim at 859-8503 (home)
or 527-9984 (cell).
Looking for experienced web
designer to develop and
mantain student group's
website. Compensation ne
gotiable. For more informa
tion please call Mark at 256468-9916 or Dan at 256-7590461.
Need 1 or 2 math tutors for a
7th and 8th grade student.
Would like help for the re
mainder of school year and
for summer to prepare them
for the next school year.
Please call Gaileen at 420-4078
or via cell at 504-232-5884.

to campus, and in a very safe
community. Rent is
$383.50 + water and utilities,
and October's rent is paid.
Apartment community also
has a pool and workout facil
ity. If interested please call
256-653-8857, or stop by and
see Elaine at the Vintage for a
showing. Applicants will be
interviewed, and must meet
the Vintage's lease criteria.
Apartment for Rent
2 bedroom, 1 bath, living,
kitchen, 900 sq. ft. w/d range,
refrigerator, disposal, 10 min
utes driving from UAH. $475/
month. Call Bianca at 5414913 for more information.
Roommate needed to share
house. All utilities included,
phone, washer & dryer. $425
per month. Great neighbor
hood. Close to UAH. Call
751-3342
or
email
Lori4cpa2@aol.com
House for rent. Two streets
from UAH. 3 bdrm, 1 bath, 1
car garage, $690/mo. $750
deposit. No pets. Credit
score 690 or better required.
830-9406

Classified Ads
Classified ads in The Exponent are free for
all UAH Students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact The Exponent, attention Joseph
Terrell, Editor-in-Chief of The Exponent, at
824-6090 or email your classified ad to
editor@exponent.uah.edu for more informa
tion. You can also contact The Exponent of
fice by fax at 824-6096. Deadline for all
classifieds to be turned in is no later than 2
p.m. on the Friday before the next paper is
scheduled to be published.
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Classifieds
Crossword 101

Inexpensive

By Ed Canty

Across

1

2

5

3

6

1 Like W's office
15
14
5 Old Testament patriarch:Var
18
17
10 Hairstyle
14 Card catalogue, e.g.
21
20
15 Bucks
25
24
16 Broadway piece
29
• 28
17 Brawl
19 Nuisance
• 36
35
33
34
20 Always to Longfellow
40
39
21 Felt regret
42
22 Passageways
24 Decomposed
46
45
26 Mr. Adams
• 49
28 Campus acronym
55
56
30 Architect's concern
1
33 Small and delicate
s,
62
60
36 Overly eager speed
65
64
38 Bustle
68
67
39 Bug
40 Cliff dwelling
41 Keats' outputs
5 Measure
42 Caesar's greeting
6 Diameter of a gun barrel
43 Sends by telegraph
7 Highways
44 Madrid houses
8 Laundry detergent
45 Word before restrictions
9 Iditarod participant
47 Spill the beans
10 Macs
49 Rotates rapidly
11 Sponges
51 Survived
12 Optimistic
55 Polynesian island
13 Chooses
57 Homeowner's pride
18 Refrigerant
59 Matchless
23 Grease
60 Owned by us
25 Cut back
61 Like some pros
27 Help
64 Lope
29 Actress Ladd
65 Suspicious
31 Thought
66 Calendar period
32 Gain antonym
67 Cuts
33 Mild exclamation
68 Industrial exhibits,
34 Jacob's son
for short
35 Charity shot
69 Strays
37 Exist
Down
40 BB gun
1 Proposal
41 Durable trees
2 Songbird
43 Hold back
3 Warning signal
.44 Bell sound
4 Filmmaker Spike
46 1960's dance craze:P1

7

11

10

8

12

13

31

32

53

54

4

16

I

19

• •_•
_•
•
• •
•
•
22

23

27

30

• 38

37

4'

44

48

50

I51

52

58

59

63

•
I

66

69

48 Forever
50 Slumber
52 Printer need
53 Cross the threshold
54 Secretaries
55 Bambini
56 Halo
58 Aviation -.Prefix
62 My Fair Lady's Harrison
63 Barnyard resident
Quotable Quote

At my lemonade stand I
used to give the first
glass away free and
charge five dollars for
the second glass. The
refill contained the
antidote.
Emo Phillips
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